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ÀBSTRÀCT

This study has examined smaIl-hold.er and. large-scale
mechanised wheat production in northern Tanzania using cost-
benefit analysís. Sma1l-holder production data were collected
through a priurary survey done in 1988 and were based on those

farmers using ox-drawn technology in theÍr farming operations.
Large-sca1e mechanised product,ion data were derived from the
Hanang farms, a Ìarge parastatal fanring complex operated by

the National Agricultural- Food Corporatj-on. production data
were, in both cases, drawn from the LggT/gg crop year. The

Tanzanian domestic market was divided into an inland market and

a coastal market to allow for the high cost of d.omestic

transportation which has the effect of creating a series of
isolated geographical markets in the country.

Results of the analysis show small-hold.er wheat production
to be more financially and economicalty profitable in prod.ucing

wheat for either the inrand or coastal market compared to
large-scaIe mechanised production. Large-sca1e mechanised

production is not quite financially profitable but, based. on

the economic analysis, is able to serve the inrand market, more

efficiently than imports. VÍhile small-holder wheat production
can serve either market at less real resource cost than
imports, it makes more economic sense for Tanzania to irnport
wheat, directty for the coastal market, rather than atternpting to
use large-scale mechanised technology for serving thís market.
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Small-holder wheat production is a more efficíent generator

of foreign exchange savings than large-sca1e mechanised

production, as measured by a lower domestic resource cost

ratio. Both small-holder and large-scale mechanised wheat

production are more effective in saving foreign exchange

compared to direct importation into the inland market but only

small-holder production is able to retain this advantage in the

coastal market; using large-scale mechanised production to

serve the coastal market does not rnake efficient use of

domestic resources in the saving of foreign exchangie.

Sensitivity tests of the results of the analysis indicate

that the conclusions drawn from these results are stable across

a relatively wide range of parameter values. This stability
allows increased confidence in both the representativeness of

the data and its use as a base for future analyses.
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Chapter I

IIIIIRODUCTION

1. T O\IERVTEÍ{

Tanzania, like rnost developing countries, has an esonomy

dominated by agriculture wÍth s7 percent of gross domestic
product (cDP) and B6 percent of the labour forcel being
accounted for by this sector. The country has a rong

established policy of food seLf-sufficiency but has failed. to
eliminate the ongoing need for food imports and food aid. (see

Table 2.2). rn seeking to increase the pace of econornic

development the ernphasis of the Tanzanian government has

fluctuated from single-ninded support for industrial
development to a poJ-icy of rapid. deveropment of the
agricultural sectorr2 the logic of this latter approach being
that in an economy dominated. by the agricultural sector real
and sustainable economic growth must begin with that sector.

lfheat fulfills a variety of needs within the food economy of
Tanzania. It is a staple preferred by both the wealthier urban

sector and the subsistence fanners of such districts as Makete.

wheat is gro$¡n on alr tlpes of farms in Tanzania using

lrhe labour force comprises economicalty active persons
aged 10 years and over, including the armed forces aìa theunemployed, but excluding housewives, students and othereconomically inactive persons.

2worrd Bank, Tanzania countrv Economic Memorandum,(I{ashington,D.c.:Reportno.5o19-TA,1984),ppffi



technology ranging from complete manual cultivation on plots of

less than one acre to large four-wheel drive tractors on farms

of IOTOOO acres. The use of purchased inputs and irnproved seed

varieties also varies widely with both tending to increase as

farm síze increases. Wheat is seen by small-holder farmers

both as a subsistence crop (Makete district) and a cash crop

(Arumeru d.istríct) and is groh/n for crop rotation purposes in

many areas of the country.

!{heat hras introduced ínto Tanzania around the turn of the

century by German missionaries.3 It was first grown in the

southern highland.s using traditional small-hol-der techniques.

Farmers in the south looked on wheat as a food crop and

produced little marketable surplus. Between the first and

second I{or1d !{ars modern wheat production began to emerge in

northern Tanzania wíth production being introduced. and

d.ominated by foreign settlers. I{hile most of the product,ion in

the north occurred on large mechanized farms a number of small-

holders also began to grow the crop at this tine

The majority of farmers in Tanzania still produce using such

traditíonal tools as the jernbe and panga (rnachete). A 1978

study by UNIDO estimated that of the total agricultural acreage

in Tanzania, 85 percent ltas stilI cultivated with the jenbe

while only IO and 5 percent lrere cultivated by animal traction

3united Republic of Tanzania, Ministry of Agriculture
National Wheat Developnent Strategy: 1984-2000, (Dar-es-Salaam:
t'tinistry of Àgriculture and Livest,ock Development, 1984) ' p. 3.



and tractors respectively.4 The total number of trained oxen

in use ín Tanzania is estimated to be only 300r000 head

compared to approximately 5rOOO tractors.5
Present, day wheat production in Tanzania occurs on sma1l

hand-cultivated plots in areas where topography, population or

culture prevent the use of other techniques. Oxen farmers girow

wheat in all wheat, production zones in Tanzania where this form

of technology is utilised. Large-sca1e6 mechanised private and

parast,atal farms giroh¡ significant amounts of wheat, mostly in
the northern highlands. Although exact figures are not

available Ít appears that wheat production in Tanzania is
evenly spJ-it between mechanised farms on the one hand and jembe

and oxen farms on the other.

?üheat has been an area of ernphas is f or Tanzanían

agricultural policy for a number of years. Since L970, the

major direct government involvement in the wheat sector has

been in terms of research in Arusha and production at Hanang in
the northern highlands. These efforts have been sustained

since their beginning with the financial, infrastructural and

4mltpOr âs guoted in F. Stewart, Macroeconomic Policies
and Àglricultural Performance: The Case of Tanzania, (Paris:
Development Cent,re of the Organization for Economic Cooperat,ion
and Development, L979) , p. 56.

SfaoTxitimo, Agro-Mechanisation Survey, 21 November, 1976
to 30 June, 1979, (Dar-es-Sa1aam: FAO, 1981), p. 5.

6rhe term scale as used in this thesis refers
of the operation and the type of technology used.
mechanised farms are ones covering more area than
(or animal) cultivated by the faníIy and using
t,raction for tillage and other farming operations.

to the size
Large-sca1e
can be hand

mechanised



technical assistance of the Canadian government.

Às Table 2.2 shows, wheat production in Tanzania has

fluctuated somewhat in the past 15 years but has experienced no

real growth. rmports, especially aid shipments, have continued

throughout the period. The difference between the official and

open market producer prices indicates the probability that a

signíficant amount of smal1-holder wheat production does not

enter officiaL narketing channels. One result of this is that
wheat production estimates are somewhat underestirnated with
annual production probably being in excess of roorooo tonnes.

This thesis looks at wheat in the agrículturar sector in
Tanzania and examínes the relative financial- and economic

profitability and contribution to foreign exchange savings of
two different scales of wheat production technology in the
country.

L.2 PROBLEI,Í STATEITIENT

The Economic Recovery program (ERp) introduced by the
giovernment of Tanzania in L986 loosened government controls on

the economy and opened up imports into the country, The

economy is still criticarry short of foreign exchange, however,

and development is hindered by this constraint.T This scarcity
of a resource so necessary for economic development indicates
the need for well-focussed pranning on the part of the

TTanzanían Government, rrl9g g/Bg
Proposalsr rr (Dar-es-Salaam: Daily News , 24

Government, Budget
Juner1988), p. 6.



giovernment. Efforts to íncrease food production by capital

intensive, irnported agricultural technology such as that seen

on the Hanang farms must be evaluated in terms of this foreign

exchange constraint.
The publicly stated policy of the government of Tanzania has

been one of encouraging the development of small-holder

production using more labour intensive technology. Government

actions, however, have frequently favoured more capital-

intensive technigues, i.e., importation of tractors and

eguipment rather than development of ox-drawn cultivation.S

This lack of a singular and cohesive g'overnment policy, and gap

between economic reality and government programs results in a

diffusion of development efforts and pot,ential substantial

resource use inefficiency.
In terms of food production, the policy objectives of the

government are to increase self-sufficiency and food security

while at the same tirne saving foreign exchange.g In líght of

these objectives, an important problem facing the government is

to determine which scale of t,echnology, smaIl-holder or large-

scale mechanised, makes the most efficient use of national

resources in the production of wheat for domestic consumption.

SFor example, between I98I and Lg82 the Head Office of the
Tanzanian Rural Development Bank authorised outlays of 7
million shillings for tractors but only I urillion shÍllings for
ox ploughs and other implernents. F. Stewart, op.cit., p.58.

9c. K. omari, rrPolitics and Policies of Food. self-
Sufficiency in Tanzaniar rr Social Science and Medicine 22'.7
(]e86) : 76e.



Recent theories of agricultural development, most notably

the high-payoff input modeIr10 maintain that production

technigues developed in and for the industrialised economies

are not necessarily transferrable directly to developing

countries because of dÍfferences in the physical and economíc

environment. These theories support the need for detailed

analysis of the different productíon technologies currently

available in the wheat sub-sector of Tanzanian agriculture.

Studies ín the early 1980rs, for example, concluded that the

Hanang wheat farms vrere financially and economically profitable

thus supporting the concept of }arge developrnent projects based

on industriaÌised agricultural technology in contrast to

contemporary development theory.ll A more recent study of the

Hanang farms, however, contradicts these results by concluding

that the farms, while financially profitable, are uneconomic in

their use of domest,ic and foreign resources for large-scale

mechanised. wheat production.12 These studies have been

conducted on a specific aid project and leave unanswered the

broader guestion of the appropriate scale of technology for

10y. Hayami and v.w. Ruttan, Agricultural Development: An
Tnternational Perspective, revised and expanded edition,
(Baltinore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1985), p. 59-62.

llsee H. Monaghan, R. Dalgleish and H.c Dion, rrTanzania-
Canada Wheat Developrnent Program: Interim Review, rr 1983,
Unpublished CIDA report, pp. 3 and 2L. and James L. Stone,ItProject Evaluation: A Case Study of the Canada-Tanzania Wheat
Projectrrr M.A. Thesis, University of Guelph, L982.

12n.M..A. Loyns, êt â1., rrFinal Report of the Benefit-Cost
Team on the Tanzania-Canada V'Iheat Projectrrr l-986, Unpublished
CIDA report.



wheat production in Tanzania.

Both scales of technology rnust also be compared to the cost of

imported v¡heat in terms of satisfying the different
geographical markets in the country. 13 This latter analysis is

required to determine the costs or savings involved. in
producing wheat for ínport substitution versus direct
importation of the commodíty, the other main option of the

Tanzanian government. Therefore, the problem addressed by this
study ís to determine the relative economic costs and foreign
exchange saving capacity of smaÌl--holder and large-scale
mechanised wheat, production in Tanzania.

I.3 ORTECTTVES OF TTTE STUDY

Development economists would argue that the first guestion

that should be addressed in a study of the type proposed here

is whether or not a country such as Tanzania should even

include wheat in its nutritional plans. However, if one

accept,s that a demand for wheat does exist in Tanzania, the

guestion then becomes one of how best to satisfy that demand;

domestic production or imports. In comparing these two options

the different, possible scales of domestic production should be

assessed as weII.

I3lvheat product,ion in Tanzania occurs some distance from
the coast and largest city, Dar-es-Sa1aam. Populat,ion
distríbutíon within the country results in substantial markets
upcountry, in closer proximity to wheat growing areas in the
north and south. This distribution of population cornbined
with the high cost of domestic transportation creates a series
of ísolated geographícal markets in the country.



The general objectives of this study are' therefore, to

compare the efficiency (in economj-c terms) of wheat production

in Tanzania on small-holder and large-scale mechanised farms

and to compare these two scales of production with direct

importation of wheat for both the inland and coastal markets in

the country. Specifíc objectives include:

i) determinatíon of the financiaL and economic viability

of small-sca1e wheat production in Tanzania using ox-

drawn technology;

1i) determination of the financial and economic viability

of large-scaIe mechanised wheat productíon in Tanzania

as represented by the Hanang farms operated by the

National Agricultural Food Corporation (NAFCO).

iii) comparison of the economic costs of smalL-holder and

large-sca1e wheat mechanised production with each other

and with direct importation of wheat to satisfy (a) the

inland market as represented by the Arusha region and

(b) the coastal market in Dar-es-Salaam.

iv) comparison of the domestic resource costs of any

foreign exchange savj-ngs as a result of producing wheat

Ioca1ly (versus direct importat,ion) for both scales of

technoLogy and for both markets.

The following hlpotheses are stated to provide the basis for

evaluation of these objectives:

i) both scales of technology are hlpothesized to be

financially profitable given current, physical and



economic conditions in Tanzania;

ii) small-horder wheat production (as represented. by those

farmers growing wheat using ox-drawn technology) is
hypothesized to be economícal1y viable if used to
sat,isfy the inland market for wheat in the country but

not econornically viabLe if used to satisfy the coastal

market;

iii) large-scale mechanised production (as represented. by

the Hanang farms) is hypothesized to be not
economícally viable in satisfying eÍther the inland or
coastal domestic market;

iv) small-holder wheat, production is hypothesized to be

more efficient in saving foreign exchange (as measured

by domestic resource cost ratio) compared to large-
scale mechanised production.

I.4 SCOPE ÀND ORGAI{IZATTON OF TTTE STUDY

Às noted earlier, v¡heat production in Tanzania occurs on a

variety of scales using a wide range of technology. At one end.

of the spectrum smalI-holders in some districts g:ro$r wheat for
home consumption using hand-hoe technology on smalr pIot,s whire

on the other end wheat is grown as a rnonoculture crop on highly
mechanised farms of several thousand acres. This study

focusses on a comparison of wheat production using ox-drawn

technolog"y on the one hand and mechanised tractor cultivation
on the other because these technologies appear to be the most



realistic opt,ions for satisfying the domestÍc demand for wheat

and wheat products.

The financial analysis of the chosen scales of technology

will determine the profitability of each category on the basis

of actual market prices and costs occurring in that category.

The result will be a measure of privaÈe profítability (or loss)
per unit area (or per tonne) given current, market, conditions in
Tanzania. This will determine the relative monetary producer

incentives to gror^r wheat under each scare of technology. rn
economic terms, private profitability provides a measure of the
relative supply incentives given existing prices.

lühile financial analysis looks at costs and returns as faced

by the individual or firm, economic analysis examines al-I costs

and benefits from the point of view of society as a v¡hore.

More specifically: rr.. .economic analysis omits transfer
payments...and values all iterns at their opportunity cost to
the society...¡r14. The results of an economic analysis give

the relative resource use efficiency in the production of wheat

under each scale of technology. rt answers the guestion as to
whether or not it rnakes economic sense to produce wheat in
Tanzania by either smarr-holder or large-sca1e techniques

relative to direct irnportation of the commodÍty. The

dífference between the financial and economic analyses aLso

gives an indication of the subsidies (positive or negative)

14J. Pric"
Projectsr 2Dd
1982), p.468.

Gitt,inger, Economic Ànalysis of Àgricultural
êd., (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press,

10



flowing to each production category. Direct subsidies are

measured by transfer payments while indirect subsídies are

measured by price distorÈíons in traded and nontraded goods.

Location of production and high transportation costs have

effectively created a series of isolated geographical markets

within the country with significant price differences and

product availability across each. In response to these

conditions the economics of wheat production under each scale

of technology will be compared to direct importation in two

markets, inland and coast,ar as represented by Àrusha and Dar-

es-salaam respectively. This breaking down of the analysís on

the basis of geographicar market,s more crearly approximates the

actual marketing situation in the country rnaking the results
more representative and, hence more useful for policy purposes.

The approach of this thesis is to use traditional cost-
benefit analysis adapted to cross-sectional- data for the
L987/88 crop year. Cross-sectÍonal data vrere used because the

large devaluations of the Tanzanian shilling and concurrent

inflation have rendered historical data, such as book values of
assets, of linited usefulness in determining real resource

costs.

The study is divided into síx chapters. Chapter 2 outlines
the Tanzanian physical and economic setting especially as Ít,

reLates to wheat production. Chapt,er 3 provides a literature
review and theoretical considerations of cost-benefit analysis

as it applies to cross-sectional studÍes. Chapter 4 presents

11



the information on the chosen smal1-holder and large-scale
wheat productíon categories in Tanzania. Chapter 5 contains an

analysis and sensitivity tests of the resul-ts based on the

infonnation in the previous chapter. The final chapter

contains a summary, concrusions and irnprications both for
government policy and for further research.

t2



Chapter If

BÀCKGROI]ND: TTTE PITYSICAL ÀND ECONOT{TC SETTING

trhis chapter presents a background to the analysis which

follows in subseguent chapters. The first section of the

chapter presents the physical environment of Tanzania as it
relates to wheat production. The second section details the

economic setting within which wheat production occurs in
Tanzania.

2.r TTTE PIÍYSICÀL SETTING

Tanzania is a tropical country located on the east coast of
Atrica between 2 degrees and 11 degrees south of the eguator.

The country has a total Land area of 94s,og7 square kilometres,
45 percent of which is suitabre for agrÍculture. At present

only 13.5 percent of arabre land is under cultivation. with a

population of 24 million and a population density of 2s.4

persons per square kilonetre there is less population pressure

on the land than in most developing countríes. A nominal

population growth rate of 3.3 percent, however, necessitates a

more rapíd economic deveropment to sustaín or improve living
conditions in the count,ry

The country is dominated by a hot, arid central plateaurthe

Nyika. This plateau is bordered to the east by the coastal

plaíns, to the rvest by the lake region and to the north and

L3



south by temperate highlands. As wheat is a temperate crop the

most suitable ecological areas for its production are the

mountain slopes and high plateaus of the temperate highlands.

In general, wheat does poorly in Tanzania at altitudes below

11300 met,res because of the associated high temperatures, high

evapotranspiration and increased incidence of disease in these

areas. It has been estimated that at elevations close to 1r300

metres successful rainfed wheat productíon reguires at least
5oo millirnetres of precipitation.15 These constraints of
altitude and precipítation, in combination with suitable soils
are the main determinants of feasible areas for rainfed wheat

production in lanzania.

conservative estimates indicate that there are approximately

180r000 hectares of land suitable for wheat productíon in
northern Tanzania. This includes 100r000 hectares in the

Hanang area, 30,000 hectares in the Arusha-Monduli-Makuyuni

area and 20,000 hectares in the Vfest Kilirnanjaro area. Sirnilar

estimat,es for the southern highlands place the suÍtabIe area at
approximately 1001000 hectares. With thís amount of land area

suítabl,e for wheat production it is clear that Tanzania could

potentially eli¡ninate wheat imports and achieve self-
sufficiency. The constraints to self-sufficiency are not

environmental but rather economic, technical and political.

lsInformation in thís and the next paragraph is taken
largely from: Wheat Production in Northern Tanzania, L.A.
Loewen-Rutgers, ed., (Arusha: Tanzania-Canada Wheat Project,
1988) , p. 6-7.

L4



The main focus of this thesis is on the economic environment in
Tanzania and its irnpact on the appropriate scale of technology

for wheat production (or the appropriateness of wheat

production) in the country.

2.2 TTTE ECONOI.TC SETTTNG

Tanzania is a country that has developed a prominent

political profile regionally and internationally over the past

two decades. The country has enjoyed almost complete political
stability since independence. Economically, however, the
performance has been less favourable.

At the tirne of independence, Tanzaniars economy was similar
to many other countries in Africa. one quarter of GDp was

accounted for by subsistence food production while economic

growth was dependent on prímary resource exploitation.16 The

country was a net exporter of food and animal feed.17 The

decade of the sixties saw a reasonably balanced and sustained

growth of the economy. Exports were dominated by agricultural
prínary product,s while irnports consisted mostly of ind.ust,rial,
intermediate and consumer goods.

The 1970rs present a more negative picture of economic

performance in Tanzania. There $¡ere substantÍa1 negative

external shocks to the system, rnost significantly in terms of

16n. Young, Canadian Development Assistance to Tanzania,
(Ottawa: North-South InstÍtute, 1983), p. 2.

17feO, Trade Yearbook, 1963, (Rome: FAO, Lg63), pp. IO-1I.

l-5



increased oi1 príces, droughts, decreased terms of trade and a

costly $rar with Uganda.18 These shocks resulted in an

increasing dependence on external sources of finance (aid and

loans) in order to maj-ntain development efforts. As Tab1e Z.I
indicates, real per capita GDP showed years of impressive

growth and substant,ial decline during the decade. The annual

growth rate of per capita GDP averaged less than one percent

during this time period. The official position of the
government of Tanzania was that the poor performance of the

economy v¡as due to the external shocks. This opinion is
guestioned by others such as the l.Iorld Bank who note that

while external developments have dealt Tanzania a hard
bIow, the basic weakness of the economy lies in the
structure and performance of the national economy and the
inappropriateness of economic policy...inadeguate rates
of return to manufacturing and agricuttural investment;
poor nanagement Ín the public sector; insufficient growth
of agricultural exports, caused primarily by
deteriorating real producer prices for export crops; and
poor export growth which has aggravated recurring foreign
exchange crises and placed an ever-tightening constraint
on the economy I s ability to irnport inputs for
restructuring and irqproving manuf acturing and
agricultural performance. rY

Economic growth and development generally lead to a

reduction in the share of GDP accounted for by agriculture as

growth occurs in other sect,ors and resources are shifted. out of
the agricultural sector. This trend (Table 2.I) is seen in
Tanzania in the first half of the 1970ts but had begun a

lSworld Bank,

lgwor1d Bank,

op.cit.,
op.cit.,

pp. L2-13.

p. 15.
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reversal by 1975. Àgriculturefs share of GDp has shown a

substantial increase over the period covered by Table 2,i,.

This trend does not indicate growth ín the agricultural sector,

but, rather, drastic declines in other sect,ors of the economy

as st,agnation and recession set in. This is evidenced in poor

rates of real GDP growth and overall decline in per capita real
GDP as shown in Table 2.L.

This relat,ívely poor economj-c performance carried forward

into the 1980rs and, aggravated by the world economic recession

in 1981-82 and increased energy costs as a result of higher
prices for irnported oiI, caused the early years of the decade

to became the most difficult period for the country since

independence. The first five years of the d.ecade all showed

declines in real per capita eDP with 1983 being considered the

worst, year overall. The result of this recession was a declíne

in exports, a shortage of any type of consumer good and

declining living standards throughout the nation.

Beginning in L967 with the Arusha Declaration Tanzania

sought to achieve a more equitable distribution of the benefits
of development. one of the operational mechanisms used to
achieve this goal was an increase in government involvement in
the economy. À number of industries and some large private
far¡ns were nationalized after 1967. Cooperative unions vrere

banned in L976 and their output distribution functions taken

over by parastatal rnarketing authorities. This increasing

involvement of the government in the everyday rnanaging of the

t7



Tab1e 2.1

TÀI{Z.ANIÀ ECONO}ÍÏC INDICÀTORS

(M.Tsh) (Tsh) ReaI GDPlCap Total GDP

Year

]-97 0

T97L

L972

1973

L97 4

L975

L97 6

t977

1978

L979

198 0

19 81

l_982

1983

]984

1985

1986

L987

ReaI
GDP

768 0

I 001

853 9

8800

9020

9553

10, 165

10, 828

to,925

LL,29L

11, 561

rr,L49

rr,293

LL ,244

Lr,522

rr,496

IL t944tc

12 ,4]-O*

Real-
GDPIcap

577

582

600

598

592

607

624

642

627

629

624

583

57L

551

547

529

532tc

535*

Percent
Change ín

N,/A

0.9

3.1

-0. 3

-1. 0

2.5

2.8

2.9

-2.3
0.3

-0.8

-6.6

-1.4

-?F

-o.7

-1 I

0. 6*

0.6:t

Agric.
asZof

37

36

36

35

34

37

4L

46

48

47

46

4t

45

48

49

53

59

N/A

Source: International Financial Statistics, various issues.
Tanzanian Government Proposals, f987/88.
* Àuthorrs estimate from Tanzanian g'overnment figures

presented in 1988r/89 Government Budget Proposals, Daily
News, 24 June, 1988.

Not,e: N/A = Not Availab1e
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economy stretched the financial and managerial resources of the
government beyond their effective capacity. rt was one of the

factors contributing to the economic deteriorat,ion of the

economy in the l-gT}rs and early 1980rs.20

The desperate situat,ion of the early l980rs demanded that
significant steps be taken to reorient the Tanzanian economy in
rìtays that vtere more compatible with national resources and

capabilities. The response of the government was to develop a

structural Adjustrnent Program (sAp) ín L982. This program

call,ed for a freeing up and restructuring of the economy. The

main objectives $¡ere:

... (i) crisis management,: to get inflation und.er control
and to achieve a guick restoration of productive
activities...cutbacks to restore balance in the fiscal
and external accounts and policíes related to the budget,,
prices , credit, parast,atal def icits, etc. . . (ii )structurar adjustrnent: to restore economic activity
through artering incentive systems and setting priorities
in giovernment spending; . . . to increasã - capacity
utilizat,ion and labour^productivity. . .to improve planning
and control systems . . .21

The SAP of L982 was never successfully implenented with the

result that there was a continued economic decline ín the years

after 1982. This decline eventually led to the introduction of
an Economic Recovery Program (ERP) in 1986. The ERp followed

the general policies of the earrier sAp. The most important

difference qras that most of the poricies were irnplemented by

2orao, Tanzanian Àqricultural= Review Mission,
Report no. 96/87 CP-URT 27, L987),

2lwor1d Bank, op.cit., p. 72.

t9

p. 8.
(Rome: FÀO,



the government. The resurt of the ERp has been a freeing of
the econory, including a looseníng of foreign exchange contrors
and a redirection of development efforts with greater emphasis

on agriculturally led development. The amount of government

resources devoted to the agricultural sector has been limited
due to físcal and monetary measures implemented to reduce

inflation but the emphasis is now being praced. on development

of the countryrs agriculturar potential both in food and export
crop production.

The ernphasis on agriculturar development is appropriate
gíven the structure of the Tanzanian economy. what is nohl

reguired is a development of policies for the agricurtural
sector. These policies must address a number of key issues one

of which is the appropriat,e scale of technorogy the country

should adopt in its wheat production strategy.

2.3 WITEAT IN TTTE TANZANIAI{ ECONOMY

Tanzanian farmers have been invoÌved in wheat production for
nearly l-00 years. As noted in chapter l-, initiar production

!,¡as cent,red around smaIl-holders ín the southern highlands.

Large-scale mechanised production began on private farms in the

northern highlands between World I{ar f anÊ World War fI. A

substantial proportíon of wheat production in northern Tanzania

at this time was shipped across the border into Kenya.

Originally, governrnent involvement in the wheat sub-sector

was confined to the policy and program leve1 with no direct

20



involvement in productíon. Initiatives were lirnited to such

areas as the setting of minimum prices for wheat, issuing of

agricultural loans or assistance in openÍng up nev, areas for
production.

Beginning in the late 1960rs the government increased its
involvernent in aIt sectors of the economy including wheat

production. The main government thrust into active production

occurred with the setting up of the Hanang complex under NAFCO

in L969/7O. This project, eventually grew to encompass over

63r000 acres on seven farms in the Hanang district. The

Canadian g:overnment through its development agency, CID.A, has

been actively involved in research and production at the

complex since 1970.

Some of the reasons for the Tanzanian government taking an

active role in wheat production date from the colonial era.

The emphasis of the colonial government favoured the production

of export crops at the expense of food crops such as maize rice
and wheat.22 As a result, following Índependence the newly

formed government placed a priority on increased food crop

production. The plan was to increase food crop production

among peasant farmers. One of the main objectives at this tine
v¡as rrnational self-sufficiency in food cropsrr23 Despite this
objective, in the early years of independence emphasis hras

placed on export crop production at the expense of food

22x. Youngr op.cit., p.

23c.K. onarir op.cit.,
17.

p. 769.
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crops. 24

Droughts in the 196Ots and 1970ts also led to an increased

dependence on food imports and greater awareness of the

importance of food crop production. The droughts of 1-973 and

j-974 occurred at a tine of rapidly rising world cereal prices

with the result that cereal imports increased over tenfold in

value during these years.25

Food shortages and subseguent increases in imports resulted

in national insecurity and international dependency in
lanzania. Such a situation encouraged the government to strive
for national self-sufficiency in food production. The

operational mechanisms were, first, íncreased producer prices

for food crops conbined with consumer subsidies to hold down

prices and, second, increased food production on large state-
owned wheat and rice farms.26

Table 2.3 shows the trend in nominal and real official
producer prices for maize and wheat since j-969/70. The períod

of the mid tgzors did contain some of the highest real offícia1
producer prices for wheat, however, the trend over the entire
period has been strongly downward. This decline is a major

factor helping to explain the lack of growth in wheat

production and the conseguent maÍntenance of significant wheat

24c.K. omarir op.

25wor1d Bank,

cit., p. 769.

Tanzania Äoricultural Sector Report,
(WashingtonrD.C.: Report no. 4052-fA' 1983), p. 15.

26n. Young, op.cit., p. 18.
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imports over the past 20 years (Tab1e 2.2).

Table 2.2 also shows that, wheat is not a major crop in terms

of production, accountíng for between 2.5 and I percent of the

total production of preferred staples2Tover time. The

importance of wheat, to Tanzania is more clearly seen when wheat

imports as a percentage of irnports of preferred staples is
examined. Although wheat accounts for a small percentage of
preferred staples production it freguently accounts for greater

than 25 percent of the total imports of preferred staples.

The CIF value of wheat imports has risen dramatically in
recent years as a result of two factors. The first was the

devaluation of the Tanzanian shilling that, began in 1983 at a

rate of 9.1- to the Canadian dollar and had fallen to a value of

75 shillings to the Canadian dollar by L988. The effect of the

devaluation of the shilling on the CIF value of wheat imports

was partly offset by the decline in world wheat prices from

L981 to 1987. The second factor v¡as the increase in world wheat

prices that occurred in the early months of l-988.

The true vulnerability of the economy to international
conditions is seen in the CIF value for 1987/88 when the effect

of the 1988 devaluation was conbined with an increase in the

world price of wheat. These two factors caused an increase Ín

the CIF value of wheat irnports from 3 .8 to t7 .7 shillings per

kilograrn between 1986/87 and 1987/88. During the same time

perÍod the nominal official producer price of wheat rose from

2TPreferred staples include maize, rice and wheat.
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Iab]-e 2.2

TAI{ZAÌ{IAN WHEä,T PRODUCTION A}rD It-fpORTS L969/7O IO L987/88

Year !{heat Ð€f rd
Ðrcdrn Staples
(000MI) Hmdrn

(00oltl)

57 947
60 868
88 t276

70
87

85 1069 91.0
82 t7r4 28.8
69 L864 61.0
64 2024 34.0
55 ]t907 41.0

11.6
45.4
8.2

2052 78.0
2l.O4 33.0

Wheat kef f d Wheat Wheat CIF
ûrpozts Staples Ðrcdrn Iryofts Value
(000MI) Irrpor-ts as I of as I of of Wheat

(000MI) Ð3ef rd Ðief rd fÍpor+s
Staples Staples (TsùtÆ<g)

4t 661 35.7re6e/7o
te70/7t
r97t/72
te72/73
te73/74
Le74/7s
Le75/76
]t976/77
1977/78
r978/79
IeTe/80
t98O/er
Lesr/82
te82/83
te83/84
Ie84/85
Le85/86
Ie86/87
1987/88

83. L
29.4
46.3
33.3
2i_.8
53.5
N/A

86.2
11.6

r37.7
87.1

454.7
268.5
189.0
80.6

L24.3
1L9.0
L20.5
388.5
387.9
L82.2
297.7
197.9
60.8

230.8
N/A

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.8
1.5
t.4
r.2
1.1
T.I
1.3
L.7
1.8
l_.9
1.8
2.I
2.9
3.0
3.9

17.8

90 2]-29 4A.7

6.2
6.0
6.9
6.9
8.0
4.8
3.7
3.1
2.9
3.4
4.r
4.2
4.6
2.8
3.1
3.2
2.5
2.3
N/A

43
10
33

9
20
11
32
42
33
66
27
13
2I
16
16
17
36
23
N/A

9s 2069
58 2059
74 2369
83 2603
72 2830
72 3075

N/A N/A

Source: International Vlheat, Corrncil, Inter:ntional Wheat Statistics, various
issues.

Notes: Ðæfeffed staples j¡clude maize, rice ard lÈreat.
N/A = Not ar¡ailable
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6.3 to 9.0 shillings per kirograrn (see Table 2.3). This caused

the ratio of the Tanzanian domestic wheat price to the world.

wheat price to fal1 from r.66 in tg|6/87 to o.5r in lrgBB/Bg.

The najority of wheat imports into Tanzania have always

consisted of aid at a crF cost of zero. Hov¡ever, even aid
shipnents have a cost to the country in terms of their
relíabi1ity, politicar acceptability and adverse effects on

Iocal production. Aid shiprnents must be negotiated between

Tanzania and a donor country and. are therefore subject to
foreign political willingness to d.onate and. to international
market conditions. The food aid budgets of donor countries are
calculated in monetary terms with the result that as prices
increase guantities available for donation decrease. This can

place a recipient country in a vulnerable position in terms of
domestÍc food security during t,imes of international supply
restrictions or price increases.

Tanzania has for years had a duar market,ing system for food
grainsr âll official, government controlled market and an open

(paralIeI) market. The open market has not arways enjoyed
legal status in the country arthough, currentry, prod.ucer

deliveries to the open market are tolerated and there are no

restrictions on the movement of food grains within the country.
The official rnarket operates through the National Milring
corporat,ion (N}[c) and prinary cooperatives. panterritorial
prices and transportation rates are set annuarry by the
government in consul-tation with the private sector. The

25



official market is most active Ín ísolated regions of the

country (because of panterritorial pricing) and in purchases

from large-scale and parastatal farms, especíalty wheat

farms.28 The open market operates throughout the country but

is particularly active in surplus areas that are adjacent to

areas of deficiE.29

Tab1e 2.3 indicates the spread that has existed between the

official producer price and the open market price of wheat

since Lg83/84. The open market price has varied between 2.7

and 3.7 times the official price during this time. This is an

indication that domestic production plus imports have not been

able to keep up with demand at the official price leveI. This

price discrepancy also diverts marketings from the official to

the paralle1 market thus reducing giovernment control over wheat

production and depriving the government of potential tax

revenues.

While the government publícIy supports small-holder

production, government pricÍng and adninistrative decisions

have frequently favoured more capital intensive techniques. In

addition to the steady decline in real official producer prices

for wheat over the past two decades, the government maintains a

two price policy for wheat deliveries. ParasÈatals and large

2Sl,tarketing Development Bureau, Annual- Review of Maize,
Rice and Wheat, (Dar-es-Sa1aam: Minístry of Agriculture and
Livestock Development, 1987) | p. l-l-.

29wor]d Bank, Tanzania Agricultural Sector Report,
op. cit. , p. 17 .
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private farms are allowed to deliver directly to NMC whíle

srnall-holders must deliver to their primary cooperative íf they

choose to use the official marketing channel. For wheat

delivered in the l9g7/88 fiscal year this resulted in a príce

difference of 4.2 shillings per kílogran (L3.2 shillings for
Iarge farmers versus 9.0 shillings for smalI-holders). The

government, also maintains a subsidy of approximately J-O percent

on diesel fuel which effectively lowers the financial cost of
tractor farníng.

Support for capital intensive wheat production extends

beyond Tanzanian government policy into foreign aid projects as

welÌ. Canada has been actively involved in J_arge-scale

mechanised wheat production at Hanang for nearly ZO years.

During this tine a total of over 53 nillion dol-lars has been

spent by the Canadian government ín support of wheat research

and production in the northern highlands. À complete breakdown

of Canadian aid to the Hanang wheat project is presented. in
Appendix Table 43. The contradictory policíes of the

government of Tanzania combined with a nat,ional desÍre for food

self-sufficiency and food security and the relative importance

of wheat in certain sectors of the economy and in food imports

all indicate the need for a clear and consistent policy on

wheat production. Such a poticy should make effective use of
scarce resources and must therefore address the guestion of the

appropriate scale of technology to utilize in wheat production.

While guestions of resource use efficiency are of prirnary
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Table 2"3

TANZANTAN WTTEAT ^AND tfArZE PRODUCER PRTCES L969/7O TO L988 '89
Off. Wheat price

(rsh/ks)
Year Norninal Real

Off. Maize Price
(rsh/ks)

Nominal- Real

O/M Wheat Price
(rsh/ks)

Nominal Real

1969/7 O

r97 O/7 L
L97t/72
Le72/73
le73/7 4
t97 4/7s
teTs/7 6
]-97 6/77
Ls77 /7 8
Le78/79
r97e/80
LeEO/er
Iesr/82
te82/83
Le83/84
t984/85
t98s/86
L986/87
t987 /88
1988/8e

.57

.57
,57
.57
.57
.77

1. 00
L.20
1.25
L. 25
1.35
1. 65
2.20
2 .50
3.00
4.50
6.00
7.20
9.00

10. 35

14.86
14.35
13 .67
L2.64
10.98
12. 06
13 .51
L4 .84
13.86
LT.94
10. L0
9,79

]-O.47
8.87
8.79
9 .48
9.75
9.00
9.00
7.96

N/À
il

.24

.26

.33

.55

.80

.80

.85

.85
1. 00
1. 00
1.50
1.75
2.20
4.00
5.25
6. 30
8.20
9.00

N/À

5.7 6
5.7 6
6.36
8.62

10.80
9.89
9 .42
8. 12
7 .48
5.93
7.L4
6.2t
6.45
8.42
8. s3
7.88
8.20
6.93

N,/À
il
ll
il
lt
il
il
ll
il
il
il
il
il
lt

9.70
12 .00
22.20
26.tO
29.30

N,/À

N/A
It
It
il
il
It
il
il
ll
il
il
il
il
il

28.42
25.28
36.08
32 .63
29.30
N,/A

Source: Marketing Development Bureau, Annual review of Maize,
Rice and lrlheat, various

Notes: Tanzanian Consumer price
Off. = Official
O/l.rÍ = Open market
N/A = Not available

Lssues.

fndex used as defl-ator.
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importance bo the Tanzanian government, they are also of
interest to bilateral aid. donors such as canad.a and

multilateral institutions such as CIMMYTr30 the International
Monetary Fund (rMF) and the lvorld Bank (IBRD). Bilateral and

murtilateral organizations have an interest in assisting
economic developrnent, to the greatest extent possible and, to
that end, seek to apply aid funds to those sectors generating
the most efficient use of domestic and foreign resources.
Therefore, an analysis which can provide information on the
relative resource use efficiency of different product,ive

technologies is of significant ínterest to aid d.onors as wel1

aid recipients.

The next chapter deals with the theoretical issues involved
in a financial and economic analysís of this problem within the
cost-benefit framework.

Centre for Maize and Wheat, Research

29
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Chapter III

LITER.A,TT]RE REVTEW ÀND THEORETICAL CONSIDER.ê.TIONS

Traditional financial and economic analysis as applied in
developing countries draws heavily on cost-benefit analysis.
This chapter reviev¡s the literature on cost-benefit analysís
and discusses the theoretical issues relevant to such an

analysis of wheat production in Tanzania. cost-benefit
analysis was chosen as the analyticar technigue for two

reasons. First, the more rigid data reguírements of other
techniques, such as econometrics, prevented their use because

of the linited data availabitity in Tanzania. second, cost-
benefit analysis is a common technigue of economic analysis in
st,udies in developing countries and is more generally
understood by the users of such analyses than are the more

elaborate analytical technigues.

sect,ion 3.1 compares the concepts and theory of financial
and economic analysis. sect,ion 3.2 reviews the theory and

literature of cost,-benefít analysis, including the varuation of
costs and benefits and evaruation criteria. section 3.3

present,s a brief summary of the chapter.

3. ]- FTNANCTAL ÀND EcoNoItIIc ANALYSTS: NEcEssÄRY ÀND

SUFFTCTENT CONDTTTONS

The basic cost-benefit analysis framework differs from
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straightforward financial analysís in that the latter deals

with costs and returns as faced. by the individ.ual while the

former considers the economic costs and returns to society as a

who1e. In other words, what may be considered a gain or loss

to one individual or sector in the economy may not be

considered a gain or loss to the economy as a who1e.31 This

difference in approach is reflected in the choice of the

numeraire.32 Financial analysis has private costs and returns
as the numeraire while economic analysis typically uses

national income.

rn conducting an economy-wide analysis of any initiative
involving private and public participation both financial and.

economic analyses are reguired. The financial analysis must

indicate private profitability in order to induce individuals
to devote resources to the init,iative. rf a financial anarysis

does not, indicate the potential for profit, private individuars
will shÍft their resources to other uses. In this regard.

financiar viabirity as shown by a fínancial anarysis can be

considered a necessary condition for successful implementat,ion

of the project.33

Economic analysis, by contrast, indicates the profitabirity

3In.,1. Mishan, Cost-Benefít Ànalysisr 2nd ed. (London:
George Allan and Unwin Ltd., L975) , p. x.

32Numeraire is defined by Gittinger (op.cit., p. 4Bg) asrrThe conmon measurement used as a unit of account. rl

33a necessary condit,ion is defined. as a condition the
presence of which is reguired for, but, does not ensure, success.
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of the init,iative from the point of view of society as a whole
and as such is also a necessary conditíon for success (at least
ín the economic sense). r.ê., if the economic analysis does

not indicate that overall- welfare gains will exceed (or at
least equal) overall v¡elfare losses, the project is uneconomíc

from societyts point of view. Taken together the two
condítions provide the sufficient condition.34 In other words,
the initiative must be both privately profitable and.

economically efficient to be justified on economic arounds and

to achieve the necessary support of private participants.
Economic analysis is one decision-making tool available to

the public sector. rt does not indicate the path that wirl be

chosen by the government as polit,ical or social considerations
may be overriding. Even in such a sÍtuation, however, economic

analysis is usefur as an indicator of the costs of those poIícy
alternatives. For example, economic analysis can indicate the
costs of achieving national self-sufficiency in areas where

comparative advantage would favour direct importatíon.

3.2 COST-BENEFIT ANALYSTS: ÎEEORY .âND CONCEPTS

cost-benefit, analysis is widely used, in development

economics particularry in the appraisat of existing or
contemplated projects. cost,-benefit, anarysis is considered to
be applied ¡+erfare economics in that it entaiLs ,the

34e suffícient, condition is defined. as a condition thepresence of which ensures success.
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application of the principles of welfare economics to specific
and actual activities, programsr or projsç¡srr.35 welfare
economics seeks to achieve that allocation of resources that
will maximize social welfare. Cost-benefit analysis is based

on a criterion of welfare economics which holds that there is
an increase in the general welfare level if those who are made

better off by some change coutd compensate those made worse off
and still achieve some improvement in their overall we1fare.36

AII countries must make choíces in an environment where

natÍonal wants (that is, denand) are greater than avairable
resources. Decision-makers must choose those projects that
contribute greatest to the nationar welfare. one of the
technigues avairable for the naking of these choices is cost-
benefit analysis.

rn determining the optirnal allocat,ion of resources, cost-
benefit, analysis compares the present value of all benefits
less the present value of alr costs. This rather
straightforward objective presents some intriguing problems

including the deter¡nination of benefits and costs, their
valuation by some chosen nuneraire, cornparison of those costs

and benefit,s in a manner meaningful to the decision-maker and

the recognition that there are nonquantifiabre costs and

benefits in any project.

35L.G. Ànderson and R.F. Set,t1e, Benefit-Cost Analysis: APractical Guide, (loronto: D.C. Heath and Co., 1977), p. tI.
3 6rhis is the well-known Hicks-Kald.or crit,erion or

Pot,ential Pareto Optinality.
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An initiative can be considered. financially profít,able if
the returns from the initiative exceed its costs, both being

measured from the producerrs point of view. rn single-period
analysis (and assumíng all outputs are tradeable) this concept

can be expressed rnathematically as:

NFP =

where: NFP = Net financial profitabÍIity of the initiative
measured in domestic currency

Ei = Exported (or exportabJ_e) outputs measured inforeign currency
M_i = Imported inputs measured in foreign currency

OER = Official exchange rate for tradeables
ri = Nontraded Ínputs measured in domestíc currency

An initiative can be considered econornically viable frorn the
national perspective if the economic benefits to society exceed

the economic costs, i.e., both benefits and costs being
measured in terms of rear resource arrocations. rn single-
period analysis (and assuming arr outputs are trad.eable) this
concept can be expressed mathematically as:37

NEP =

s¡here: NEP = Net economic profitability of the initiative
measured in domest,ic currency

3Tadapt,ed from .â,. Ray, cost-Benefit Ànarysis: ïssues and.l-{ethgdologies, (Baltimore: Johns nopfin
1984), p. 68. rn the case of import, substitutes, trre aboveeguation can be applied by substiLuting imports d.isplaced inplace of ex¡lorted outputs. This study uses cross-sectional forthe I987/8e crop year and, therefore, presents an undiscounted.
measure of worth.
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"J_

M1
SERri

Exported (or exportable) outputs measured in
foreígn currency
Imported inputs measured in foreign currency
Shadow exchange rate for tradeables
Nontraded inputs measured in domestic currency

Net, benefits (profitability) measured in this manner may be

greater than, less than or egual to those accruing to an entity
under financial analysis. This potential disparity is due to
the difference in numeraire between the two methods. Financial
analysis uses market prices (inclusive of subsidies and taxes)

as indicators of value while economic analysÍs uses real
resource costs. The difference between these two measures is,
hence, due to price distortions in the domestic market. A

principal cause of such distortÍons is government intervention
in the market in the form of regulations, taxes, subsj-díes and

trade policies.

3.2.L IDENTIFICATTON .AND VALUATTON OF COSTS AND BENEFTTS

In conducting a cost-benefit analysis, two issues of
irnmediate concern are the identification of actual or potential
costs and benefit,s and their valuation.

The objectives of the project being analyzed are typically
defined in monetary terms and provide a means of identifying
costs and benefits. A cost is considered to be anything that
reduces an objective and a benefit anything that increases an

objective.3S rn financial analysis a benefit or cost is most

38,1.p. Gittinger, op.cit., p. 43.
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freguently described via a change in private profitability
while in economic analysis the relevant crit,erion is usually a

change j-n national income.

Following identification of costs and benefits against the
objectives of the project these costs 'and. benefits must be

varued. This varuation forlows directly from the process of
identification. In financial analysis, costs and benefits are

valued on the basis of their direct impact on the private
individual (or firm) involved. Economic analysis values costs
and benefits on the basis of their impact on national income.

As noted earl-ier, these two measures, and consequently results,
will not necessarily be the same.

The first step in developing the economic accounts is to
remove t,ransfer payments frorn the financial accounts. A

transfer paynent is rra payment made without receíving any good.

or service in ¡Elq¡¡rr.39 À transfer payment sirnply shifts the
claim on the good or service from one sector of the economy to
another with no change in nationar income. As economic

analysis is concerned with changes in real resources only these

transfers must, be removed from the accounts in converting from

financial to economic varues. The most, conmon transfers are

taxes, subsid.ies and bank (not, opportunity cost) interest.
Adjustnents are al-so reguired for two other categories of

goods normally found in any project, namely traded and

nont,raded goods. A good is considered to be traded if its

39.1.p. Gittinger, op.cit., p. 502.
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production or consumption will affect ímports or exports at the

margin regardless of whether or not it is actually traded.

Both traded and nontraded goods can be valued using either
national income or foreign exchange as the numeraire. The use

of national income is the approach chosen by UNIDO.4o fn
contrast, Little and. Mirrlees4l and subsequently sguire and van

der Tak42 recommend the use of foreign exchange as the

numeraire. These two approaches are essentially the same and.

given eguivalent assumptions will yÍeld equívalent results.43
Little and Mirrlees argue for the valuation of exports and

imports at their unadjusted world market prices. Their
consequent adjustment would be to reduce the value of nontrad.ed

goods and convert these into pure foreign exchange values.

This approach has two justifications accord.ing to Layard.44

The first is a matter of convenience in that because there are

more traded than nontraded goods in most industrial projects,
for which their manual is written, it is easier to use pure

40unit,ed Nations Industrial Development organization,
Guidelines for Project Evaluation, (New york: unitea Nations,
Le72)

41t.M.D. Little and J.A. Mirrlees, project Appraisal and
Pranning for Developing countries, (London: Heinemann
Educational Books, L974)

42r. Sguire and. H. van der Tak, Economic Analysis of
Projects, (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University press, L}TS)

43O. LaI, Methods of project Analysis: A Review, I{or1d
Bank Staff Occasional Papers no. L6, (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Press, L974), p. 18.

44R. Layard, Cost-Benefit Analvsis, (Markharn, ontario:
Penguin Books, L972) | p. 2L-22.
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foreign exchange as the numeraire. Their second justification

is more moralistic in that they maintain that all goods which

would be tradeable under optinurn condit,ions ought to be valued

at v¡orld prices to encourage countries to adopt more liberal

trading regimes.

The Litt1e-Mirr1ees approach does have the theoretical

appeal of advocating use of rnultiple shadow exchange rates

(SERts) discussed as conversion factors in their manual-. The

UNIDO approach on the other hand uses a single shadow exchange

rate. To the extent that trade distortions vary across sectors

or commodities the LittIe-Mirrlees approach will give more

representative results. The problem Iies in the computational

difficulties involved in the estination of a number of SERrs.

The result of this is a reliance on a single SER in most

studies in developing countries. The approach is to use a SER

(standard conversion factor) if national income (foreign

exchange) is the chosen numeraire.

3.2.I.1 SHÀDOW PRTCING GOODS AND FORETGN EXCHANGE

Cost-benefit analysis usually begins with a financial

analysis of the project from the perspect,ive of the individual.

These values must then be adjusted to reflect any market

distortions that may exíst. This forces the analyst to adopt a

shadow or accounting price as a replacement for any market

price judged to be inappropriate.
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A shadow price can be defined as

the value of the contribution to the countryrs basic
socioeconomic objectives made by any marginal change in
the availability of commodities or factors of
production.45

Sguire and van der Tak go on to note that shadow prices

relate to an econo¡nic environment in which distortions
may be expected to persist: they are not eguilibriurl
prices that would prevãiI in a distortion-free ãconorny.46

Although a shadow price is not a distortion-free eguilibrium
price it does assist in designing poIícies for the removar of
the distortion.

The shadow pricing of foreign exchange follows direct,ly from

the generar theory of shadow pricing other goods. The result
is a shadow exchange rate defined as rrthe average of duties and

subsidies irnpinging on foreign trade at the marginn.4T If one

assumes that an overvalued exchange rate is maintained through

import duties, guotas and export subsidies and that existing
tariff policies will continue, the sER can be determined

numericalLy as:48

45t. Squire and H. van der Tak,

46r. Squire and H. van der Tak,

47a. Ray, op.cit., (Baltirnore:
Press I L984) , p. 45.

48o.w. Pearce and c.A. Nash,
Proiects: À Text in Cost-Benefit

op.cit., p. 26.

op. cit. , p. 26.

Johns Hopkins University

The Social Appraisal of
Macnillan Press, 1981), p. 115.
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SER =
>PpixQi

Pwi x Qi

= the marginal irnport of good í: the domestic price of good i
currency

= the world price of good i in

where: Qi
Poi

Pwi

in domestic

foreign currency

rn other words, the sER is the rat,io of the domestic price of
imports to the worId. price of imports, both being weighted by

t'he volume of imports.

The usual procedure is to measure these distortions through
the calcuration of a foreign exchange premium (Fxp) which

'captures the extent of the overvaluation of nontraded. good.s

compared to traded goods. The relat,ionship between these

indicators can be expressed numerically as349

SER=OERxFXP

where: SER = Shadow exchange rate
OER = Official exchange rate
FXP = Foreign exchange prenium

The sER is then used to convert traded goods fron their crF

border price in foreign currency into their donestic price in
domestic currency. I{or1d Bank estimates place the current FXp

in Tanzania at 1.35 which result,s in a sER of 101.25 Tanzanian

Gitt,inger, op.cit., p. 249.
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shillings to the Canadian dollar (at an OER

In analyzing the economic profitability
zs:1) .50

srnall-holder and

large-scare mechanised wheat production in Tanzania the

theoreticarly correct approach is to consider the opportunity
cost of production foregone if the resources devoted to wheat

production $¡ere inst,ead ernployed in their next best alternative
use. The problem comes in identifying this next best use.

vlhire conductÍng the survey it became clear that the

alternative to wheat production on smaIl-holder farms vras not

increased maize plantings because of labour constraints faced

at other times in the maize production cycle. sinilarryr Do

other crop (or animal) was able to be identÍfied as an obvious

alternative to small-holder wheat production. It is clear that
an alternative use for the resources ernployed in small-holder
and large-sca1e mechanised wheat production does exist but
identification of that alternative requÍres a more detailed
anthropologicar study than was possible here. The opportunity
costs of the family labour used in smalr-holder wheat

production is, therefore, set at zero in the base analysis with
the rationale being discussed more furly in the next chapter.

A similar rationare applies to the opportunity cost of rand

used to produce wheat under either scale of technology. There

is no charge for land rent, the opportunity cost of Land being

based on land development costs.

5 oPersonal
Septernber, 1988.

conversation wit,h ?torld Bank personnel,

of

of
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3.2.2 COUPARING COSTS AND BENEFITS

Successful ident,ification and. valuation of a projectrs costs
and benefits reads the analyst to the next stage of the
evaluation, a comparison of those costs and benefits. The

methods of comparison chosen must provide information that is
readily comprehensible and facilit,ates the decision-making
process. The urethod of comparison should also read to the
selection of those projects that make the most effective use of
scarce resources.

one of the first measures of project worth to be wid.ely used

. in developed countries t¡as the benefit-cost ratio. rn murti-
period anaryses this ratio is simply the present value of the
benefit stream divided by the present value of the cost stream.
Ïn analyses such as this one r¡here the data relate to a síngle
tine period there is no need, to discount either benefits or
costs. rn this latter case the benefit-cost ratio can be

expressed mathematically as: 5l

>B¡
BCR =

tct

BCR =
Bt=
ct=

slad.apt,ed from J.p. Gittinger, op.cit., p. 361.

where: Benefit-cost, ratio
Benefits in year t
Costs in year t,
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The selectÍon criteria for this measure of project worth is to
accept those projects v¡ith a benefit-cost ratio of one or
greater.

The benefit-cost ratio should not be used. as the sole

measure of project worth as it may give an incorrect ranking

among projects. The project, with the highest net economic

profitability (NEP) may have a lower benefít-cost ratio even

though it makes the largest contribution to natÍona1 income.

This characteristic of the benefit-cost ratio prevents íts use

as the sole indicator of project worth for mutually exclusive
projects. Consider the case of two projects, À and B, with
benefit cost ratios of 1.33 and l.5o respectively. project À

involves benefits of 20 and costs of ls while project B

invorves benefits of 9 and costs of 6. use of the benefit-cost
ratio alone would favour project B while project A has a (NEp)

of 5 (2O minus 15) compared to a (NEp) of 3 (9 minus 6) for
project B. Project A contributes the most to national income

even though project B has a higher benefit-cost rat,io.
use of the benefit-cost ratio does provide a convenient

indicator for the calculation of two switching va1ues52 of use

in project selection and monitoring. First, the ratio can be

used to calcurate how much costs would have to rise (or farl)
before the project, becomes economicalry or financially

52a switching value is defined, by Gittinger, op.cit.,
p. 50J- r ês rrthe value an element of a proj ect would have to
reach as a result of a change in an unfavourable direction
before the proj ect no longer meets the minimurn leve1 of acceptabititytt.
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unacceptable (acceptable). For example, a benefit,-cost ratio
of 1.25 would mean that, costs would have to rise by more than

25 percent before the benefit-cost ratio would become less than

one. Second, the benefit-cost ratio can be used to calculate
how much revenue would have to faIl (rise) before the ratio
becomes less than (greater than) one. The same ratio of L.zS

indicates that revenue wourd have to faII by more than 20

percent, to reduce the benefit-cost ratio to less than one.

the most useful and most commonly used measure of project
worth in cost-benefit analysis is net present value (Npv). rn
multi-period analysis this measure takes the benefit,s and costs

in all years and discounts each by an appropriate discount rate
to arrive at a net value of the project at a given point in
time. rn singre-period analysis, however, there is no need for
discounting which simplifies the formula considerably. The net
benefits of small-horder and large-sca1e mechanised wheat

production have been defined in this study in a manner

eguivalent to NPV. Net benefits in the financÍal analysis were

defined as net financial profitability (NFP) while net benefits
in the economic analysis were defined as net economic

profitability (NEP). These concepts ltere explained and shown

mathematically in sectíon 3.2 above.

This approach can be used in financial analysis to d.etermine

the net income value (as shown by NFP) to an individual of a

given investment decision and. in economic analysis to deter¡níne

the incrernental change in national income (as shown by NEp) as
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a result of an investment.

A third criterion for project evaluation is the domestic

resource cost (DRC). The DRC sinply measures the cost in

domestic resources reguired to produce a unit of foreign

exchange.53 This concept is useful in developing countries

facing balance of payments problems and contemplating projects

with irnport, substitution or export enhancement objectives.

Calculation of the DRC of a project reveals to the government

the cost of saving or earning the unit of foreign exchange in
terms of its domestic currency.

In comparing two export promotion projects, for example, the

first, may generate greater overall savings of foreign exchange.

This would lead planners to favour the first project. À

comparison of the DRCfs of the two projects may reveal that the

first generates savings of foreígn exchange only at a very high

dornestic cost which would make it an j-nefficient, generator of

foreign exchange while the smaller, more efficient project may

generate a unít of foreign exchange with fewer dornestic

resources.

There are several ways of expressing the DRc inctuding (1)

as a pure ratio, and (2) as a foreign exchange rate. The

parameters reguired for estination of the DRC are the foreign

exchange value of the output, the foreign exchange cost of

53t,H. Srinivasan and J. Bhagiwati, rrshadow Prices for
Project, Selection in the Presence of Distortions! Effective
Rates of Protection and Domest,ic Resource Costsr rr Journal of
Politica1 Econony 86 (L978) :97-1L6.
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imported inputs, the domestic

opportunity cost. of capit,al.
leads to the formula:54

cost of loca1 inputs and the

Expressing this as a pure ratio

>Ni
DRC =

> (Ei

where: DRC =
N;=
=.'lsl

Mi=
SER =

- Mi) IISER

Domestic resource cost
Nontraded domestíc inputs in domestic currency
Exported (or exportable) outputs in foreign
currency
Imported inputs in foreigin currency
Shadow exchange rate for tradeables

The denominator gives the net saving (earning) of foreign

exchange converted into domestic currency at the shadow

exchang'e rate. The numerator gives the domestic input costs

reguired to generate this saving (earning). À ratio of less

than (greater than) one indicates that the project is an

efficient (inefficíent) user of domestic resources in the

saving or earníng of foreign exchange.

3.3 SIIl.fi.fARY

This chapter has examined. the lit,erature and theory

pertaining to financial and economic analysis within the cost-

benefit framework. This framework will be applied to smal1-

holder and large-scale wheat production technologies in
northern Tanzania. A financial analysis r¡ill be done first.

s4adapt,ed from A. Ray,
this fornula in the case of

op.cit., pp. 68-69. For use of
import substitutes see footnote 34.
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The results of this analysis will then be adjust,ed according to
the theory presented in this chapter. The costs and. benefits
occurring under both financial and economic analysis will then

be compared on the basis of net present value, benefit-cost
ratio and domestic resource cost, where applicable. This will
allow the evaluation of both scales of technology for wheat

production in Tanzania in relation to the necessary and

sufficient condítions discussed in this chapter.
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Chapter IV

FINANCIAI, AT.ID ECONOMIC VATUES OF WHEÀT PRODUCTTON IN TAI{ZANIÀ

The basic purpose of this thesis is to compare the economic

and foreign exchange costs and. benefits of small-hold.er and

large-scale mechanj-sed wheat production in Tanzania with each

other and with direct importation of wheat. The previous
chapter outlined the theory and usefulness of financial- and

economic analyses for this purpose and within the benefít-cost
framework.

This chapter presents the financial and economic data for
small-holder and large-sca1e wheat, prod.uction in Tanzania.
section 4.r descrÍbes the nature of the sample and the sampring
and data collect,ion procedures used. sect,ion 4.2 presents the
financiaL values for the two scales of technology incruding a

description of each category of cost in the analysis. section
4.3 follows a sirnilar procedure for the economic values used in
the analysis including the adjustments requíred in converting
from financial to economic values.

4.I SA}ÍPLING ERÀMETIORK AND DÀTÀ COLI,ECTTON

All wheat production in Tanzania occurs under rainfed
conditions. The two major producing areas are the northern an¿

southern highlands. production ín the southern highlands is
dominated by small-holders using either hand.-hoe, tractor hÍre
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or ox cultj-vation. In the northern highlands production is
split between large-scaIe commercial farms, parastatal farms

and small-holders. Most of the wheat production in northern
Tanzania occurs in the Arusha region with smal1-horder
production in a number of districts. Large-scale mechanised

parastatal farms are found in the Hanang district of Àrusha

region.

Analysis of small-holder and large-scale mechanised wheat

production on the basis of the framework and. criteria outlined.
in the previous chapter reguired the collection of specífic
types of data. Data $/ere corlected on technicar and price
coeffícients, yield statistics, world wheat prices and

inportation costs, shadow prices, foreign exchange components

of production and government policies and pricing regimes.

The sample of small-holder wheat producers v¡as drawn from

those farmers growing wheat using ox-drawn cultivation in
Arusha region. The difficulties of data collection ín rural
areas of developing countries reguire flexibility in collectÍon
techniques and nulti-source confirmatíon of information
whenever possible. Problerns encountered included lack of
understanding of guestions, lack of recarl, uncertainty about,

production practices actually used, etc. rn order to minimize

these difficulties the data collected from the sample of oxen

farmers v¡ere supplemented by inforrnation collected. through

Rapid Rural Appraísal (RRA) technigues. RRå. is
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a simple and relatively guick method of identifying key
constraints and probrems that operate in a defined. areá
and which are responsible for preventíng farrners i_rl the
area from increasing their agriõultural product,ion.SS

The technique involves discussions and interviews with those

actually involved in agricultural production and those in a

support or advisory ro1e.

Random sample data lrere collected from 23 farmers in s

víIlages in Arusha region. From thÍs sarnpre 7 vrere rejected.

reaving a total of 16 farmers in the finar sarnple. The RRA

consisted of interviews and discussions with agro-mechanisation

officers, district agricultural deveropment officers, bwana

shambasr56 mwenyekitis5T and. farmers. rnformation gathered

from the RR.A, was used as a cross-check for that collected in
the random sample to give a more accurate representation of
wheat production on oxen farms in northern Tanzania.

Data for large-scale mechanised wheat production v¡ere taken

from the Hanang farms, a parastatar operated by NAFco with
assistance from crDA. The complex comprises seven farms, each

operating as a semi-autonomous subsidiary of NAFco, plus a

central maintenance and servíce centre.

55c.o.I. Abalu, N.M. Fisher and y. Abdullahi nRapid Rural
Appraisal for Generating Appropriate Technologies for Peasant
Farmers: some Experiences from Northern Nigeriarrr Àgricurtural
Svstems 25¿L (1987): 3J-J--324.

56e bwana shamba is an agricultural specíaIist operating
at the ward or village Ievel. The closest counterpart in
Canada would be an agricultural representative.

STvitlage chairmen.
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The t,echnical coefficients are, as far as. possible,

representative of average practices under small-hotder and

large-scaIe mechanised wheat production in northern Tanzania.

The problem of pricing inputs and outputs in an economy being

subjected to high domestic inflation and large currency

devaluations is more difficult to deal with as time series data

are of linited use in such a situation. Updating production

and price data will provide a measure of the current situation
in the country as well as a base for future projections.

Data were collected during a field trip to Tanzania in the

sunmer of 1988 and relate to the t987/eB crop year. The

government of Tanzania operates on a July-June fiscal year

while wheat production in northern Tanzania occurs from about

February (planting) to August (harvest). The result of this is
that some prices for 1987/88 production may relate to the

I9e7/88 government fiscal year while others may relate to the

1988/89 fiscal year, i.e., announced input prices may be from

the 1987/ee fiscal year while official wheat producer príces

are from the L988/89 fiscal year.

4.2 FINAìICTAL COSTS OF WIIEAT PRODUCTION

The financial costs for the two scales of wheat production

are based on those costs actually faced by the operating unit.

The numeraire is the change in income of the unit expressed in

Tanzanian shillings. Àverage values v¡ere used in the analysis

wherever possible ín order to avoid inclusion of any costs or
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returns that may have occurred in the t9g7/BB crop year but
which are not typicat of wheat production in most years in
northern TanzanÍa. Yields, for example, are based on recent

historical averages for the region, not the LggT/BB yield which

was below average. rnformatíon on averag'e practices was

collected with the survey data and through RRå, technigues.

4.2.L VARTABI,E COSTS

The variable costs of wheat production for smaIl-holder and

large-scaIe farms are shown Ín corumn rrr of Tables 4.1 and 4.2

respectively.

Seed costs are based on farmer and RR.A, est,imates of seeding

rates for snall-holders and on production records for the
Hanang farms. The seedíng rates for snalt-holders and large-
scare farms were 60 and 44.s kilograrns per acre respectively.
The hlgher rate for snall-holders is due to the seeding method

used. snall-holders broadcast, seed by hand and tend. to apply a

heavler rate to compensate for poorer seed placement and uneven

seed distrlbut,ion across the fierd. The price of seed was

based on the official L9B7/Be producer price adjusted to
reflect the cost of carrying the seed from harvest in rg87 to
planting in 1988. This figure was further adjusted. to reflect
farmer purchases of improved seed in some years. seedbags are

entered as a cost as they are reguired to store the seed from

harvest until planting.

Herbicide and chernical application rates llrere based on
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lable 4.t

SMAIL-HOLDER wHEjA.T PRODUCTION COSTS PER ÀCRE (Tsh)
I II III IV V VI VII VIII

CapltaI Investment. Forex (*) Total Unsubsldlsed Unsubsldlsed Unsubsldlsed Econonlc Toral
Cost/Àcre Cost,/Àcre Domestlc Forex Forex Economic

Cost/Àcre côst /Àdrê Cost/Acre Cost./Àcre

814.59 6,245.I9
90.00 1,024.00 1,368.00 136.80 r,23I.20 I,662.r2 1,198.92

Land. clearlnq 20.00 ?,?90.9Q ?,??9.99 1,800.00 4so.oo 60?.so 2.ao?.s0
sub-ToLal 9,308.00 9,652.00 Z,S6l.aO

Oxe n
Machl nery

Varlable Costs
seeã--
Seedbaçs
Herbl clde
Herblclde app'n
Machlnery rÉm
Blrd scarlng
Harvest 1ng
Gra inbags

Flxed Costs
õepr-ããtat 1on:

Oxen
Machl nery

Malntenance of oxen
Int erest:

oxen (12t)
Machlnery (l-2t)

35.00 r.257.60
50.00 23. L0

L,257 .60 81?.44 594.22 1,411.66

10.00 6,034.00 6,034.00 5,430.60 603.40

80.00 134.00
23.10

134.00
13. 90

110 , 00
26 -50

11.55
26.AO

2-78
22.O0

440.16
11.55

I07 -20
11. 12
88. 00

0. 00
99- 90
85. 50

0. 00
0. 00

15.59 2't .r4
]-44 -"ì2 1?1.52
15.01 L1.19

118.80 140.80
23.85 2.65 3.58 21.43

260.00 1,040.00 1,404.00 1,664.00
88.00 88. 00

80. 00
80.00
10. 00

13.90
58.00
53. 00

80.00 1,300.00 r-,300.00
118.80 206.80

crop. transport ?0.00 . .Þg.qg . .90.09 18.00 42.00 56.?0 ?4.?o
sub-Total2,899.603,101.10L'270.42L,830.68@

geassnel lnt, (Jos) 0.oo 
= 191.91 = 169.11 !69.17 0.oo o.oo q6s.1z

ToÈaIvar1âb]ecosts3,334.543.566.271,735.59

50. 00 0. 00

10.00 0,00
90.00 82.00
10.00 855.00

0. 00 68?. 93
0. 00 73.20

176-00

0. 00
111.00
85 s. 00

687.93
9?. 60

0. 00
11 .10

769.50

687. 93
97.60

0.00 0.00
134.8? 145.97
115.43 884 .92

0 . 00 68't .93
0-00 97.60

Latd f12!) 0.00 _ ??9.99 . ??0.90 270.00 0.00 0.00 27o.ooTota]'F1Xedcos!s1'968.132,o2L-53]''836.13L85w
5,3O2.67 5,587.80 3.57I.'12

Msmt. âJ.Lowance (5t) 0.00 265.13 279.39 219-39

sub-TotaI 2, 01 6. 08

0. 00

2.72r.7r 6,293.42

0.00 219.39

Total Costs 41.00 5,56?.80 5,867.t9 3,851.11 2,016-08 2.'t27-77 6,512 a1

Source: Sellan Àgrlcultural Research Instltute
world Bank
Àuthor's estlmte

NoÈes: CoI.V - col.IV x 1-(col..IIl100)
Col.vl-col.Iv-col.V
CoI.VfI-col.Vlx1.35
CoI.VIII - col.V + col.VII
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LÀRGE_SC.A,I,E

1 II
capltal Investment Forex (t)

Table 4.2

WHEAT PRODUCTTON COSTS

III IV V
TotaI Unsubs!dlsed Unsubsldlsed

Cost/Àcre cost/Àcre

PER ACRE (Tsh)

VI VII VIII
Unsubsldlsed Econônic Total

Forex Forex Economlc

cost/Àcre cost/Acre cost,/Àcre

Domestl c

Cost /Àcre

Machl nery
Bul ldlngs

90.00 20,856.00 19,019.19
90.00 5,632.I4 5,632.14

!, 9Or .92
563.21

1, 305. 60

11,rL1.21 23,108.32 25,010.23
5, 068. 93 6. 843.05 1 ,406.2'1
5.222.40 't . O50 .24 8 - 35 5. 84Land cleerlng 80.00 6, 528 - o0 6, 528.00

Sub-Tota I

VarlabLe Costs

3. ??0.73

281.60
8. ?0

l-?0.16
1.5.12

229 - 94
18.88

378 .03
308-00
120.50
86.19
0.00
0-00

33, 016.14 31,179.33 2't,1O8.60 3?,001.61 40,112.34

seed
seedbags
cheml ca I
chemlcal app'n
Machlnery rÉm
Bulldlngs rúm
FueI, oll, lube
I,abour
Gra lnbags
Powet t rrater
Insurance

65.00 804.56
50.00 1?.40
80.00 850.80
80.00 ?5-60
80.00 L,260.A9
80-00 94.40
70.00 1,213.90
10.00 507.00
50,00 0.00
70.00 27L.60
0.00 69.80

522.96 ?06.00
8.?0 11.?4

680. 64 918.86
60.48 81.65

919.?6 r,24L.68
75.52 101.95

882.0? 1,190.?9
34.22 46.20

120.50 L62.68
201.11 27L-50

0-00 0-00
0-00 0-o0184 - 60

804. 56
17.40

850.80
75.60

1,149.70
94-40

1, 260. 10
342.22
241.00
28?.30

0. 00
0-00

987.60
20.45

1.089.02
96.17

L , 4'tr .62
120.83

1,568.82
354.20
283.18
357.69

0.00
0-00

sub-1oÈaÌ

seasonal lnt-

5.350.55 5,123.09 1,617.12 3,505.9?

0 .00

4, 733. 05 6, 350 .17

0.00 7 68 .46(3ott o.oo 802.58 ?68.46 ?68.46

Total Varlable Costs

Flxed cosEs
õãprectat tõn:

Hachlnery
Bulldlngs

fnterest:

90.00 2,305.30
90-00 253-45

6,153.13 5,891.55 2,385.58 3,505.9? 4,733.05 7,118-64

Hâchlnery (12t, 0.00 1,501.82
Bulldlnqs (12t) 0.00 37L.12

2. 06A .69
253. {5

1,369.38
37I.72

206.87
25- 34

1, 369.38
37!.72

1,861.82
228.r0

0. 00
0.00

2,5r3.46 2,720.33
307. 94 333 . 28

0.00 1,369.38
0-00 37r-12

Land (12tr 0.00 ?83.36 ?83.36 ?s3.36 0.00 0.00 783-36

lotal Flxed Costs 5, 215.6{ ¿1, 84 6. 60 2,156.68 2,089 -92 2.8?L.40 5,5?8.0?

SuÞ-Tota I 11,368.78 10.738.15 s.L42.26 5,595.89 ?,5s4.45 12,696.7r

Mmt. ellowance (5tt O.OO 568.¿14 536.91 536.91 O.O0 0.o0 536-91

lotal costs 57.00 LL.937 -21 11,275.06 5,67 9 .L7 5,595.89 ?,554-45 L3,233-62

source: sellan Àgrlcultural Research InstltuÈe
Reglonal DeveloFxnent DlrecÈor
world Bank

Notes: col.v - col.Iv x 1-(coL.IIl100)
CoI.VI-coI.IV-coÌ.V
CoÌ.VfI-col.Vlx1.35
CoI.VIII - col.V + col.VII
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actual farm applications of the relevant chemical. Prices h¡ere

based on prirnary cooperative prices for smarr-holders and

farmgate prices for J-arge-scale farms. Herbicide apprication
costs for smal1-holders v¡ere based on estimated repair and

maint,enance costs of backpack sprayers. chemical apprication
costs for large scale farms included both own and contracted
(i. e., aerial spraying) applicatíon services.

Fuel, oil and lube expenses v¡ere based on farm financial
data for the 1987/88 crop year.

Labour costs were based on farm financial data. seventy
percent of total labour costs are for permanent salaried
employees (equipment operators,etc.) with the remaining 30

percent for temporary workers. pay scales are approximately 94

and 60 shillings per day for permanent and ternporary workers

respectivery. The only labour cost reported by small--holders

involved the hiring of local youths by some farmers for bird.
scaring-- keeping birds away from the grain between heading and

harvesting.

Harvesting costs for smalI-holders were based on per acre

hire rates for custom combining v¡ith modern self-propelred
combines. This is the only type of mechanised. wheat harvesting
practiced in the entire country. No farmers or extensÍon

specialists reported the hand-harvesting of wheat ín northern
Tanzania. All grain in Tanzania is handLed in bags of between

90 and 100 kilograms. Farmers are reimbursed by the purchaser

for the cost of the grainbags with the result that bags have
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been entered at a cost of zero ín the financial accounts.

Power and water costs for large scale production were based

on the cost of dieser gienerators and water haulage to the

Hanang farms as reported in farm financial accounts.

rnsurance, levies and taxes are based on actuar costs of
these inputs as reported in farm financial data.

crop transport for smarr-holders was based on the cost of
transporting harvested grain from the farn to the primary

cooperative. This has been included to ensure comparability
with large-sca1e production where the cost of transporting
grain from the field to farm storage is íncLuded und,er variable
costs. This method places wheat produced under both scales of
production at the point of first collection for transportation
to market.

seasonal interest was based on the rate charged by the

Cooperative and Rural Development, Bank for agricultural loans.

This interest rate was applied to variable costs and prorated

over the life of the growing season.

4.2.2 FIXED COSTS

Fixed costs for small and large-sca1e wheat product,ion are

shown in column III of Tables 4.L and 4.2 respectively.
Depreciation costs are based on straight-Iíne depreciation of
cost less salvage value over the life of the asset. Details of
deprecÍation charges are shown in Appendix Table At. The high

inflation rates experienced in Tanzania recently have reduced
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the usefulness of asset book values as a measure of the fixed
costs of production. Use of book values in such a situation
would seriously underestimate the actual (opportunity) cost of
production by failing to reflect the true market value of fixed
assets" To overcome this problern current asset replacernent

values lr/ere used for all f ixed assets. The replacement costs
for fixed assets used in large-scale wheat production r{ere

obtaíned from Sel-ian Agricultural Research Institute. Those

for sma11-holders were obtained. from farmers and equipment

suppJ-iers.

oxen are a unique type of fixed asset as they do not
depreciate over tirne. The maintenance costs of oxen are,
however, treated as a fixed cost as these costs are not
significantly related to the amount of work done by the oxen.

This is in contrast to other fixed. assets in this analysis
where maintenance costs are shown as a variable cost of
production. A detailed breakdown of oxen maintenance costs is
shown in Appendix Table Az. small-holders employ different
tillage practices for the different crops in their rotation.
To reflect this practice, the costs for oxen and tillage
equíprnent were prorated on the basis of acre-proughings or
acre-harrowings depending on the farmers tillage practices.53

s8Acre-ploughings equars number of acres times number ofploughings. This was done for each crop in the farmerrsrotation. Land to be planted to wheat was on average ploughed
more tines than land to be ploughed to maize in pãrt,-becãuse
wheat is planted later in the rainy season. The óost of oxen
and eguipnent, attributable to wheat production was adjusted
upward to account for this agronomic practice.
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The interest charged to fixed assets represents an

opportunity cost of capital for those assets. It is the rate

of return that could have been realized by the or¡tner of the

asset if he had chosen to invest that capital in its next best

use. The interest raÈe chosen to discount the return to fixed

assets is the real (pre-inflation) rate of interest.59 This is

different from revolving assets where the opportuníty cost is
calculated at the nominal rate of interest. The real rate of

interest is used for fixed assets in order to remove pecuniary

effects from the analysis. An analyst is Ínterested only ín

real resource flows and must therefore subtract any purely

monetary effects. A nominal rate of return is used for
revolving assets because the return to these assets is assumed

to be infl-ation compensated. To offset, this inflationary
component of revenues, a compensatory adjustment is reguired to

costs, hence the use of nominal interest rates. The discount

rate for fixed assets is applied to the averag:e value of the

asset during its useful 1ife. The formula is purchase price

plus salvage value divíded by two. Calculations for large-

scale mechanised wheat production are shown in Appendix Table

41.

There j-s no charge for land rent under f ixed cost,s. This is

based on Tanzanian government policy whereby land has no value

591. Shashua and. Y. Goldschmidt, trEhe specif ic Role of
Interest in Financial and Economic Analysis Under Inflat.ion:
Real, Nominal, or a Combination of Bothrrr Àmerican Journal of
Àqricultural Economics 67 (1985): 377-383.
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and cannot be bought or so1d. The only allowable charge in a

land transaction is for developments to the rand.. The

opportunity cost of land is based on the cost of clearing one

acre of new land under each of the two scales of technology.
The value of the land, and, hence, the improvements to that
Land are assumed not to depreciate over tj-me. The rear
discount rate for land is thus applied in perpetuity.

Returns to manag'ement, family rabour60 and capitar can be

considered the three residual claimants to farm income.

Accounting for each of these three factors allows the analyst
to determine if the operation being analyzed is providing a

sufficient return to cover all three.6l rn order to net out the
return to management from the analysis a rnanagernent allowance

of 5 percent of total costs was estimated and added. to the cost
of production for each scale of technology.

4.3 ECONO}TC ÀNALYSIS

Economic analysis differs from financial analysis in that

6Orhe tining of operations in the smarl-holder wheatproductÍon cycle in northern Tanzania and employmentopportunities for excess agricultural labour reducJ the
opportunity cost of family rabour to low levers, assumed to bezero ín the base analysis. This is because at the time of
wheat tillage, planting and weeding operations there is less
work to be done on other crops such as rnaize. sensitivitytesting of this parameter will be used to test the effects ofdifferent assumptions regarding the opportunity cost, of familylabour. For more information on pricing farnily labour see J.p.Gittinger, op.cit., pp. 138-139.

61n.O. Kay,- Farm Management: planning, Control and
Implementation, ãna eA. lroront
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the latter uses the change in individ.ual income as the
numeraire while the former uses the change in national income.

rn economic analysis the costs and benefits to society as a

whole are measured. Ànything that reduces national incone is
treated as a cost while anything that, increases national income

is treated as a benefit. The value attributed. to a good or
service in economic anarysis is based on either its opportunity
cost or on willingness to pay.

Gittinger outlines a three step procedure for converting the
financial accounts to an econornic basÍst62

(i) adjustment for direct transfer payment,

(ii) adjustment for price distortíons in traded items,
(iii)adjustment for price distortions in nontraded items.

These three adjustments read to a set of prices and costs that
reflect real resource flows within an economy.

4.3.1 ÀDJI'Sr}ÍENTS FOR DIRECT TRANSFER PAn|ÍENTS

Direct transfer payrnents include taxes, subsidíes and. bank

interest. Taxes and bank interest are transfers from the
farming sector to other sectors in the Tanzanian economy.

Subsidies are transfer payrnents from the government to the
farning sect,or.

Most district councils in Tanzania raise money through a

levy on crop movements between districts. The current levy is
0.1 shillings per kilogramme. Large-sca1e farms tend to pay

62¡ .p. Gitting€r, op. cit. , pp. zso-27L.
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the levy directly to the council. rn developing the economic

accounts this levy has been removed as a cost to large-scale
production. srnarl-holders do not generally pay the levy
directly but rather receive a lower price on theír deliveries.
The adjustment in this case is to raise farmer revenues by the
amount of the levy.

The government of Tanzania applies a series of cross-
subsidies on fuel to encourage the use of diesel and discourage
the use of petrol (gasoline). vehicles and eguiprnent using
dieeel receive a subsidy of z.gL7 shiltings per Litre while
users of petrol- pay an inplicit tax of Lo.4664 shillings per
Iitre. Fue1, oiI and lube costs along ¡¡ith power and water
costs have been adjusted to take account of this cross-subsidy.

one contentious issue relates to the treatment of insurance
premiums on vehicles and equipnent that is paid by large-scale
farmers. Gittinger maj.ntains that insurance can be considered,
a proportional sharing of the risk of a real economic loss and.

on this basis should be shown as a cost in the economic

accounts.63 This argument does have theoret,ical appeal but
farm managers on the large-scaIe farms indicated that although
premiums were paid it was armost impossible to coltect on any

insurance claims. This has led. to the treatment of insurance
as a transfer payment with its subsequent exclusion from the
economic accounts.

63J.p. Gitt,inger, op.cit., p. zs6.
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4.3.2 ADJT'STÌ'ÍEI{TS FOR PRICE DISTORTIONS IN rRÄDED GOODS

Àfter completing the adjustrnents for direct transfer
payments the next step is adjust,ing for price distortions in
traded goods. A traded good is one which, if exported., the FoB

price is greater than the domestic cost of production ott if
imported, the domestic cost of productíon is greater than the
CfF Price.64

wheat produced in Tanzania is an irnport substitute. The

rerevant price used in the analysis is the crF price for
irnported wheat. si¡niIarIy, for directly imported machinery

used on large-scaIe farrns the value in the economic accounts is
the border price of the equiprnent adjusted for trade
distortions and dornestic transportation and distribution costs.

SnaLl-holders receive an indirect subsidy to the extent that
the local manufacturer of plows does not calculate the cost of
the fmported steel used in its products as the steel is
freguently received as foreign aid. The company, ubangi Farm

rmplements, is a parastatal and prices its products on the

basÍs of cost of production net of steer, the resurt is a

subsidy to purchasers of their eguipment equar to the value of
steer used. current estimates prace the price of imported

steer at approximately 75o us dorlars per tonne.65 The smarr-

holder economic accounts for machinery depreciation, repairs

64f. Squire and H. van der Tak, op.cit., p. 3l-32.
65Personal conversation with Ubangi Farrn Implements personnel.
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and maintenance and interest have been adjusted to reflect the

true resource cost of this domestically produced eguipment.

The unsubsidised values of tradeabLe goods are further
adjusted to take account of the current foreign exchange

prernium in Tanzania. This is accomplished by multiplying the

foreign exchange component of the good (colunn rr in Tables 4.r
and 4.2) by the unsubsidised cost per acre (column IV) with
this result (column vr) multipried by the foreign exchange

premium of 1.35. Thís is the economic foreign exchange cost
per acre (column VII). This last value is added to the
unsubsidised domestic cost per acre (corumn v) to yield the

total- economic cost per acre (colurnn VIII) .

4.3.3 ÀDil'STI.ÍENTS FOR PRTCE DISTORTTONS IN NO},¡IIRÀDED GOODS

Nontraded goods are those for which the crF price is greater

than the domestic cost of production whÍch Ís greater than the

FoB price or which are not traded because of government

poIicies.66 Where the ¡narket price of a good was consid.ered to
be a good estimate of its economic value this value was entered

directly in the economíc accounts. I{here this was not the case

a shadow price was estimated and used to revaLue the good. Two

of the most important nontraded goods are land and labour.

Wheat production was assumed to take place on land that was

van der Tak, op.cit., p. 3L-32.
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previousry unutil !2ed..67 Tanzania is a country with abundant

resources of unused land that is suitable for agricultural
product,ion (see chapt,er rr) . The large-scare farms v¡ere

developed from previously uncultivated 1and. Land. Laws in
Tanzania arso do not alLow the buying and selling of land. As

a resul-t of these factors the only cost for land shown in the
economic accounts is the cost of land development.

Wage rates in Tanzania are not deternined in a distortion-
free market. Government wage Laws have a strong influence on

ttages paid for hired labour so that vJage rates do not
accurately reflect the economic value of labour in terms of the

opportunity cost of output foregone. overvalued s¡age rates
conbined with few alt,ernatives for nonagricurtural ernployment

mean that the real cost of hired labour is less than the market

wage. The method adopted here is consistent with the Loyns

study6S in that the shadow wage rates for permanent employees

and casuar workers v¡ere assumed to be 7s and so percent

respectively. The total economic cost per acre was detennined

by adding together the economic cost for nontraded. and traded
goods as explained in section 4.3.2 above.

67fhe Hanang farms hrere developed from land. that had beenpreviousry_ used. by the Barabaig for dry season grazing.
conseguently, this land does have an opportunity cost -greatãr
than zero. However, a lack of data on previous usage of the
land prevents the inclusion of an opportunity cost for the landin this case. The basic assumpt,ion of this analysis is thatthere is enough arable land in Tanzania to increase wheat
production without decreasing production of other crops, i.e.,
land is not a binding constraint in Tanzanian food crop production.

68R.M.4. Loyns, êt aI., op.cit., p. 62-63.
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Chapter V

ÀNÀI,YSTS OF RESULTS ÀI.ID SENSITTVITY TESTS

This chapter presents the results of the financiar and

econonic analyses. Sensitivity tests are done on the results
of both analyses to det,eraine the ef fects of changes in
selected parameters on profitabirity and resource use

efficiency. Changes in these parameters can be used to assess

the lmpact of changes 1n Tanzanian government policy, technical
input-output relationships, price rerationships and

international market conditions.

section 5.1 presents the criteria to be used in the

analysís. Section 5.2 presents the results of the financiat
analysis and the calculation of two switching values for the

two scales of technology. Section 5.3 contains the results of
the economÍc analyses for the two scales of technology using

the stated evaruation criteria. section s.4 presents the

results of sensitivity tests conducted on the financial and

economic analyses. The results were tested for changes in
yield, world wheat prices, the shadow exchange rate, and the

real rate of Ínterest. ÀdditionaIly, the opportunity cost of
family labour used in small-holder wheat productÍon was set at
the same rate as skilled labour in large-scale mechanised

production in one test to deternine the effect of changes in
this parameter assumption. Section S.S contains a brief
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sutnmary of the chapter.

5.1 TVÀLUATTON CRITERTA

Chapter 3 outlined the general evaluation criteria to be

used in this analysis: net financial profitabirity (NFp) and

benefit-cost (B/c) ratio ín the financial analysÍsr nêt
econornic profitability (NEp) , B/c ratio and domestic resource
cost (DRc) ratio in the economic analysis. NFp is the
dif ference betv¡een annuar und.iscounted average costs and

returns from the perspectíve of the individuaL farmer. À11

J-nputs and outputs are vaLued. at current market prices and the
result measures the profitability of the operation under the
present economic conditions faced by the farmer. NEp measures
the difference between annual undiscounted. average costs and

returns for the economy as a whorer on the basis of economic

criteria. NEP is measured net of all transfer palnnents and. with
inputs and outputs shadow priced whenever market prices are not
true indicators of the opportunity cost of rear resource use.
NEP prices wheat product,ion on the basis of irnported wheat

costs which gives an indication of the economic profitability
of domestic wheat, producÈion compared t,o imports.

The B/c ratio gives a measure of the relationship betv¡een

benefits and costs. rt provides a measure of the relative
amount by which benefits exceed cost,s or vice versa. The B/c
ratio can be used to calcurate two switching values, the
percentage by which costs rnust rise before they exceed benefits
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and the percentage by which benefits must faII before costs

exceed benefits.
The DRC ratio provides a measure of the effectiveness of the

two scales of technology in saving foreign exchange. A DRC

ratio of less than (great,er than) one indicates that the

production method nakes effective (ineffective) use of domestic

resources in saving foreign exchange compared to direct
importation of wheat. The DRC ratlos for the two scales of
technology can arso be cornpared to each other to determine

which one is the most effective (as measured by a lower ratio)
1n saving foreign exchange.

Many studies in developing countries focus on the foreign
exchange component of domestic production and. compare this cost

to direct inportation of a gÍven commodity. Such a conparison

gives only a partial picture of the usage of a scarce resource

(foreign exchange) as it ignores the efficiency of domestic

resource use in the saving (or earning) of that foreign
exchange. Domestic product,ion nay be shot¡n to 6ave foreign
exchange compared to direct inportation but, r¡ithout knowing the

costs of that saving in terms of domestic resources (which have

an opportunity cost, in terns of their ability to generate

savings of foreign exchange in other uses) it is inpossible to
know if donestic production makes economic sense. The donestic

resource cost (DRC) ratio is one means of det,enoining the

relative effectiveness of using donestic resources in a gíven

activity for the purpose of saving (or earning) foreign
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exchange. The fact that the DRC ratio considers the

effectiveness of domestic resources used for saving (or

earning) foreign exchange makes it a more comprete and, hence,

preferable indícator than a sirnple comparison of the dírect
foreign exchange cost components of domestic production versus
j.mports.

5.2 REST'LTS OF TITE FINANCTAL A}IAI,YSTS

The purpose of the financial analysis is to determine if it
is profitabre, from the producerrs point of view, to grow wheat

in Tanzania. Financial profitabilÍty, êt least ín the rong run

is a necessary condition for supplying l¡heat through do¡nestic

product,ion. Table 5.1 presents a summary of the results from

the financial analysis on a per tonne basis. Financial results
on a per acre basis are shown in Appendix Table À5.

5.2.I COSTS OF PRODUCTTON ÀI{D YIELDS

The results of the financial analysis indicate that capital
investment and cost of production per acre are lower for small-
holder than for large-scale mechanised wheat production. The

relat,ive dÍfference between snall-holder and large-scaIe
production costs per acre is greater than the relative
difference between the 6ane costs on a per tonne basis. Thís

occurs because the lower yields under snall-holder production

raise the cost per tonne by a greater percentage than occurs
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Item

Tab1e 5.1

RESITLTS OF FINAT{CIÀL ÀÌ{ÀI,YSIS FOR 1987188 CROP rEÄR
(per tonne)

Large-scale Srnal1-holder

Yield (KglÀcre)

Producer Price (Tsh/Kg)

Revenue

Capital investment

Variable costs

Fixed costs

Total production costs

Profit (NFP)

Benefit/cost ratio

688.00

16.30

16r300.00

47 ,988.59

I ,943.51

7,580. gg

17, 350. 60

(L, 050, 60)

o.94

526.00

L6.20

L6,200.00

L7,695.82

6 ,339 .43

3,74L.69

10,585. t8

5 ,6]-4.82

1.53

Source: Authors calculatÍon from Tables 4.1 and 4.2.
Not'es: J-) À11 figures in shillings unless otherwise indicated2) The Small-holder price of L6.2 shillings per

kiJ-ograrn reflects the fact that a locai lävy of o. roshillÍngs per kilograrn is not collected diiectly
from the snall-horders as is the case for the ttanangfarms. Primary cooperatives pay the levy to thelocal council and reduce the price paid to snall-
hoLders by that a¡nount.

3) ( ) denotes negative value
4) To convert results to a per acre basis nultipJ-y the

reLevant value ín the t,able by t/ (yieId/tOOO).
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under large-sca1e mechanised production. For example,

considered on a per acre basis, smalJ--holder production costs
are 48.9 percent of large-scale mechanísed costs; the
comparable figure on a per tonne basis is 6i.g percent.

The lower production costs of small-holders are due to less
capital investment per acre (resulting in rower fixed costs)
and less usage of purchased inputs, particularly fuer,
machinery (repair and maintenance) and chernical.s, ln variable
costs of production. yierds are higher under large-scare
mechanised production perhaps due to more timely fÍeld
operations, planting of inproved seed varieties, better seed

placenent because of mechanical tillage and seeding operations
and better weed control through increased chemicar use.

5.2.2 ITET FIIÍÀIÍCIAL PROFTTÀBTLTTIES

The NFP of snaIl-holder wheat production is posítive,
generating profits of 2953.40 shillings per acre and s6r4.gz

shillings per tonne in the LggT/Bg crop year. Large-sca1e

¡nechanised wheat production has a negative NFp of -722.gl
shillings per acre and -l-o5o.60 shilrings per tonne for the
same crop year.69 These resurts are due to the substantial-ry

69These results appear to be in cont,rast to those obtainedin the Loyns study with the discrepancy being partry due to thedifference in the approach of the two studies. Loyns et al
concluded that the Hanang farms y¡ere financially profitable forthe _peqiod 1969-85 which seems to provide ã - contradictory
conclusion, however, the Loyns study applied the cost-benefiÈ
framework (in the financial analysis) using a project appraisal
fotmat while this study uses the cost-benefit frarnewoik undertraditionar farm budget analysis. As a consequence, this study
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Ior¿er costs of production for small-holders, the lower costs

being more than enough to offset the 24 percent rower yields
realísed under this scale of technology.

5.2.3 BENEFIT-COST (B/CI RA,TIOS

The financial loss suffered under large-scale mechanised

production translates ínto a B/c ratio of 0.94r âs costs exceed.

benefits by 6 percent. The financial profitability of smalr-
holder production translates into a B/c ratio of r.53. The B/c

ratio of O.94 for large-scale mechanlsed productlon l-ndicates
that costs would have to falI by more than 6 percent or
revenues increase more than 6.4 percentT0 for large-scale
production to become financially profitabre. The B/c ratio of
1.53 for small-holder production indicates that costs must rise
by more than 53 percent or revenues falr by more than 35

percent before the NFP for snall-holder production becones

negat,ive.

includes such things as all equiprnent purchases and interest onrevolving and fixed assets in the cost of product,ion whereasthe Loyns study.included only those costs actuarly borne by thefarms (in the financiar analysis). ÀdditionaLly, beginniñg in1988, the Hanang farrns must pay the cost of transporting wñeat
from the farms to NMC Ín Àrusha, a cost prgviously borne-by the
Tanzanian government and consumers. Exãrnining the Loyns Ëtuayin light of these fact,ors reveals the sinilarily of thê resultåwith those presented here.

7Ornis switching varue is calcurated. as forrows: 1-(L/.94). For an expranation of switching values, see page 4r.
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5.3 RESULTS OF rrrE ECONOMTC å,IÍALYSTS

This section present,s the resurt,s of the economic analysis
for the 1987/88 crop year in terms of the costs of production
and the evaluation criteria. The results of the economic

analysis (on a per tonne basis) are presented ín Table s.z.
Economic results on a per acre basis are shown in Appendix

Tab1e À6.

5.3.I COSTS OF PRODUCTTON

Ellnlnating transfer payments and shadow pricing inputs and

outputs raises the costs of productíon for both scares of
technology. Per tonne costs of production rise to rg,z3|.gL
shillings and rz,Ags.g4 shillings for large-scale and small-
holder production respectively. This is an increase of Lo.9
percent for large-scaIe production and lg.r percent for snall-
holder production.

conparing the resurts for the inland and coastal market,s

also produces significant, differences in costs because of the
high transportation costs in Tanzania. If domestic production
is used to serve the Ínland market, (basis Àrusha) r per tonne
production and distribution costs rise to ZSt¡3L.23 shillings
for J-arge-scale production and to lg.3gz.t6 shilrings for
snalI-hoÌder production. rf dornestic production is used to
serve the coastar market (basis Dar-es-salaan), pêr tonne
production and distribution costs rise stiI1 further to
3o '733.73 shillings for large-scale production and t,o
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Table 5.2

RESULTS OF ECONOMTC .AlrArySrS FOR L987/ee CROP yEÀR
(per tonne)

ftem
-------Basis Àrusha- ---Basis Dar-es-Sal_aam---
Large-scaJ-e SmaLl-holder Large-scaLe SmaLI-hol_der

Yield (Kg,/Acre)

Producer Price (Tsh/Kg)

Revenue

Capital investment

Variable costs

Fixed costs

Tota1 production costs

TotaÌ costs (prod + dist)

UnsubsldÍsed domestic costs

Economic forex costs

Profit (NEP)

Benefit/cost ratlo

DRC ratlo

688.00

32 .90

t0, 34 6.85

8, lo1 ,61

9, 61 5 .40

15,455.83

1 .31

0.55

526.O0 688 . 00 526 -00

32.90 21.30 21.30

32, 899 .91 32 , 899 .91 21 . 291 . 4t 21 ,291 .4r

59,262.I3 19,869.98 59,262.13 19,869.98

7, 998. 10 10, 34 6. 85

3,966.58 8,10?.67

t.'79

0.38

0.89

1.45

7, 998. L0

3,966.58

1.14

0.75

19,234.9I 12,495.84 19t234.9I L2t495.84

25,r3r.23 18,392.16 30,733.73 23,994.66

8,1 42 .29 11, 025 .10 IO, 092 .29

9,649.81 19,?08.33 13,902.31

7,168.68 14f 50?.75 (3,436.321 3,302.75

Source: Àuthor,s cal.culatlon from Tables 4.1 and 4.2

Notes: In conductlng the economÍc anal.ysis of domestic wheat production for servlng
the lnland market (basis Àrusha), the prlce of wheat was adJusted upward to
alLow for the cost of transportatlon of imported wheat from Dar-es-SaLaam to
Àrusha. Similarly. the cost of production was adjusted upward to aLl-ow for
the cost of transportation from the Locatj.on of production to Arusha. This
procedure placed Ìarge-scale mechanised productlon, smaIl-holder production
and lmports at the same polnt In space, thus enabLlng direct comparison of
the alternat.lves. À slmiLar adJustment was made for the coastal market
(basis Dar-es-SaLaam); the cost of lmported wheat was taken as the economic
cost of wheat Ìanded in Dar-es-SaLaam (see Appendix Table A4) while the
economic cost of domestic wheat productlon was adjusted to atlow for
transportation frorn the J.ocatlon of production to Dar-es-Salaam.

( ) denotes negatlve value
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23'994.66 shillings for small-holder production. This increase
in costs is due to the high cost of transportation from the
location of produetion (Hanang) to Arusha for the inland market
or to Dar-es-Salaam for the coastal market.

5.3.2 IÍET ECONOI{IC PROFTTABTLITIES

Just as NFP measures the profitability of wheat production
from the perspective of the farmer so NEp measures the
profitability of wheat production from the perspective of the
national economy. The results of the economic anarysis are
shown in Table s.z. under the economic anarysis the price of
wheat was adjusted to reflect the opportunity cost of wheat in
terns of direct importation into the country.

INI,ÀND I,ÍÀRKET íBASIS ÀRUSHÀ)

rn conparing domestic production and import,s for the inrand
market, the price of wheat !¡as determined by calculating the
econonic cost of wheat landed in Dar-es-saLaam and adding to
this the economic cost of transportation from Dar-es-saLaan to
Àrusha. This adjusturent placed both doruestic production and
inports at the same point in space. Às noted in chapter z,
recent increases ln the world price of wheat co¡nbined with a

large d.evaruation of the Tanzanian shirling have caused the
cost of inport'ed wheat to rise substantially in 19BB (see Table
2.2). These factors plus the high cost of transport,ation
within Tanzania caused the price of wheat to rise fron 16.3
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shillings per kilograrn in the financial accounts to 32.g

shíIlings per kilogram in the economic accounts. fhis increase
in price is more than enough to offset higher values for the
costs of production and distribut,ion in the economic accounts

causing large-sca1e mechanised production to become

economically profitable and snaIl-holder production to become

even more profitable in the econo¡ric accounts.

Large-Ecale mechanised production has a NEp of 7,768.68

shillings per tonne compared to L4,so7.7s shilrings per tonne

for small-holders. These resuLts lndlcate that both small--

holder and large-scale mechanised wheat product,ion are

economically viable for satisfying demand in the inland market

of Tanzania. snall-holder production does, however, generate

greater economic profitability both on a per tonne (Tabre s.3)
and a per acre (Appendix Table 6) basis thus indÍcating that
Tanzanj-a courd make better use of its domestic resources by

growing wheat on small-hol-der farms than it could by growing

wheat using imported J-arge-sca1e mechanised production

technology.

COASTÀ,L T'ÍÀRKET (BÀSIS DÀR-ES-SÀI¡A.â}Iì

I{hen the two domestic productÍon alternatives are compared

ín serving the coastal market the resurts for both vary
substantially from those obserrzed under the inland. market

scenario. cost,s for both scales of technology increase by

5r602.5 shillings per tonne while revenues decrease by the same
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amount. This occurs because domestically produced wheat rnust

be transported the extra distance from Arusha to Dar-es-Salaam

while irnported wheat is landed directry at the port, in Dar-es-
Salaam.

This increase in costs and reduction in revenues causes the
NEP for large-scale productÍon to turn negative, the economic

loss per tonne being 3,436.32 shilrings. The NEp for small-
holder production is reduced but stiII positive at 3,3o2.7s
shillings per tonne. These resurts indicate that it is not
economicalJ-y viable for the country to use large-scaIe
¡nechanised wheat productíon to satÍsfy the domestic demand for
wheat Ín the coastal market. Small-hol-ders can produce wheat

efficiently enough for thern to sert/e the coastal market at a

lower real resource cost than either large-scale producers or
direct comrnercial inports of wheat.

5.3.3 BENEFIT-COST (BICI RÀTIOS

INI,AND IIÍARKET (BASIS ÀRUSHÀ)

The factors that cause the financial loss under large-scale
mechanised production to be turned into a profit in the
economic analysis also cause the B/c ratio to become greater
than unity. The B/c ratio of r.3r. indicates that costs
(revenues) v¡ourd have to rise (faIr) by more than 3r (23.7)

percent for the ratio to become less than one. The B/c ratio
for small-holder production increases from l.s3 in the
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financial accounts to 1.79 in the economic accounts.

Calculation of the switching values for small-holder production

indicates that costs (revenues) must rise (falr) by more than

79 (44.L) percent for the ratio to become less than one.

coÀsTAL DÍARKET (BASTS DÀR-ES-SÀ,LAÀIÍ)

Just as shifting the analysis from the inland to the coastal

narket reduces economic profitabilityr so it reduces the B/c

ratios for the two production alternatives. The B/c ratio for
large-scale mechanised production fa1ls to 0.89 indicating that
costs exceed benefits from the econonyrs point of view. This

ratio also indícates that costs must falr by more than 1r

percent (or revenues rise by more than Lz.A percent) for the
B/C raLio to become greater than one.

. shift,ing the analysis to the coastar market rowers the B/c

ratio for snarl-holder production to 1.14 indicatíng that
although costs are increased and revenues reduced, the latter
stil1 exceed the former and snall-holder production makes

effective use of resources in satisfying deruand in the coastal

market.

5.3.4 DOI'ÍESTIC RESOITRCE COST (DRCì RÀTIOS

The DRc ratio enables the analyst to compare the relative
effectiveness (in terms of donestic resource use) of two or
more alternatÍves in the saving (or earning) of foreign
exchange. The DRC ratio is calculated by dividing unsubsidised
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domestic costs by the difference between revenues and economic

foreign exchange costs, all being measured in domestic
currency.

TNT,AND I,TARKET IBÀSIS ÀRUSHÀ)

The DRc ratio is 0.55 for large-scale mechanised production
and 0.38 for snall-horder production (see Table 5.2). This
ratio indicates that both scales of technology are effective in
saving foreign exchange. The lower DRC ratio for smalI-holder
production indicaÈed that thls scale of technorogy generates

the greater savings. The reason for the greater effectÍveness
of small-holder production is the substantially lower foreígn
exchange costs compared to large-scale mechanised production,
the difference in domestic costs per tonne being much ress.

COASTÀL I.ÍÀRKET IBASIS DAR-ES-SÀI,AÀHì

The DRc ratio of 1.45 for large-scale mechanised production
indÍcates that thís scale of technology makes inefficient use

of domestic resources in saving foreign exchange. rt would be

cheaper to inport wheat directly and divert donest,ic resources

to other uses than to atte¡npt t,o sat,isfy the coast,al market for
wheat using large-scale mechanised production technology, a

resurt consistent with the Loyns study. The DRc rat,io of o.7s

for small-holder production shows that this scale of technology

makes effective use of domestic resources in saving foreign
exchange. rt is cheaper for the econo¡ny as a whole to serve
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the coastal market

compared to dÍrect,
production.

ed,. , The Mf T Dict,io
(Cambridge: The Macmillan ÞresÐL.,t. Moore and B.T^1. Taylor IIf,
(Dubuguer lowa: Wrn. C. Brown, 1995)

for wheat using srnal1-holder farmers

irnportation or large-scale mechanised.

are taken from: D.I{. pearce
¡loaern gcJnãnics, " -g;¡*-;ã:

5.4 SENSTTTVTTY TESTS OF RSSI'LTS

rn any analysis of a real worLd problern there is always some

uncertainty about the accuracy of parameters and, hence,
results as it is inpossible to estimate paraneters with loo
percent accuracy. Sensitivity tests attempt to deal with this
uncertainty by changíng the values of parameters an¿ observing
the effects on the results. The purpose of sensitivity testing
is to determine the irnportant parameter assumptions upon whlch
the analysis is based.TI

sensitivity tests wilr be done on the parameters for yieId,
the ¡¡orld price of wheat,, the shadow exchange rat,e (in the forn
of the foreign exchange preuriun) the real interest rate and the
shadow price for famiry labour used in sma11-hoLder wheat
production changes in these paramet,ers will be anaryzed in
terms of their effects on NFprs, NEprs, B/c ratios and DRc

ratios.
sensitivity testing is usefur for testing the stability of

the results of cross-sectional data thus naking it reLevant to
other tÍure periods. This characteristic is useful in this

Tlconcept,s in this paragraph

1986), p. 384. and S.M.-Lee,
Manacrement Sciencer 2Dd ed.
r p. 160.
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analysis where time series data for srnarl-holder wheat
production hrere not available. Using sensitivity testing to
determine the ,boundsr of the results can also overcome

potential problems of representativeness arising through use of
a snall sample size.

5.4.1 YIELD

The sensitivity tests of the resurts to changes in yierd for
srnal1-holders and large-scale mechanised production are
presented in Tables 5.3 and 5.4 respectlvely. staff at selian
Àgricultural Research rnstitute fert that it was possible to
achieve yíerds of wheat approaching r,zoo kilograms per acre
under rainfed conditions in northern Tanzania.T2 such a yierd
lever wou.Id represent nearly a doubling of current yierds at
the Hanang complex. sensitivity tests lrere done to detemine
the effects of varying yierds from 350 to L,zoo kirograns per
acre.

5.4. 1. T FINANCIAL ÀI{ALYSIS

The financial results of snarl-horder production are
sensitive to changes in yield. A ls percent decrease in yield
from the base level causes a 32 percent decrease in NFp. The

resurts of the srnalr-hol-der f inanciar anarysis do not turn
negatíve, however, until yierds drop below 350 kilograns per
acre, indicating that sma1l-holder production can remain

T2Personal conversatíon with Selian ÀRf staff.
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Table 5.3

SENSITIVITY OF RESI'LTS TO CHå,I{GES IN YIELD
--SI,ÍÀLI-HOLDER PRODUqf rON--

Yield -*irercial ¡ml1sjs- 
--....ÈisÀnË- -.çfu DnreêLanr-

Gg/?r:Êë NEP ryC ìEP rrc ryC NEP rrc ryC(Ël/!f,) Ëio (Ëyl'r) ÞÈb Ëio (Igl fÐ Ëio FáHo

3æ.æ
4æ.æ
450.æ
5æ.æ
526.æ
580.æ
6æ.æ
650.æ
7æ.æ
80.æ
8æ.m
850.æ
9æ.æ
950.æ

Lr@.æ
lrlm.æ
112æ.æ

82.æ
2,m.n
3,8ø7.10
5,@.4O
516[4.æ
6,ú76.70
6,9æ.æ
7,&.n
8,246.æ
8,7t6.n
9,24O.n
9,&9.æ

loroL3.60
fÐ,æ.n
1D,æ2.n
ILrl38.40
LL,W.n

1.@ 8,2A.æ
1.L6 lor5-¿1.60
1.31 t2tg|.n
1.45 13rg58.æ
L53 L4rfit.æ
1.60 15rffi.æ
L.ß L6r98.90
I.89 L6r991.60
2.U ntA3.X)
2.J8 J8,æ.æ
2.ß 78,79t,æ
2.47 )g,nO.X)
2.4 l9r7æ.50
2.76 æræ4.80
2.er æ43f..æ
3.n 2I,@.n
3.49 2I,526.30

1.æ (2,æ0.90)
].47 (633.40)
1.60 L,792.æ
1.73 2163.æ
LE 3,3fD.80
L.84 3r84€t.æ
1.95 4,843.n
2,6 51696.60
2.15 6r4,G.90
2.2A 7r@.æ
2.æ 7,æ,.æ
2.4L g16.90
2.49 9,4%.Ð
2.57 81879.æ
2.& 9,Æ.æ
z.Tt g,æ.n
2.89 lorrur.3o

L.æ 0.90
1.6 o.ql
0.90 1.6
0.80 l.ll
o.ß L14
o.72 1.16
0.6 I.2,
0.60 L.%
0.56 1.31
0.53 1.35
0.50 l_.38
0.48 L.42
0.45 1.45
o.43 1.48
o.42 1.s¡_
0.39 1.56
o.g7 1.6il_

0.60
0.5[
o.45
0.40
o.38
0.36
0.33
0.æ
o.æ
o.æ
o.E
o.aL
0.2.
0.21
0.21
0.19
0.18

Source: Àuthorrs calcuLation from Tab1es 5.I and 5.2
Notes: NFP = Net financial profit,ability

B/C = Benefit/cost
NEP = Net economic profitability
DRC = Domest,ic resource cost( ) denotes negative value
Base results indicat,ed in bold type
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TabIe

SENSITTVTTY OF RESULTS
--I,ARGE-SCå,LE

5.4

TO CTTANGES IN YIELD
PRODUCTION--

YieJd -nirasial ¡ca'tlsiF
Aaleê NFp Vc(q/!4Ð Ëio -æi¡s 

l¡r¡*--
NEP TE ryC(Ël¡1{I) Ëür Ëio

--æjs Dæ¡.esêLanr-ìEP rrc ryC
CËyîfi) kÈtur Ëio

350.æ
@.æ
450.æ
5æ.æ
550.æ
@.æ
@.æ
688.æ
m.æ
750.æ
8æ.æ
850.æ
9æ.æ
950.æ

1rm.æ
1rl.æ.æ
1r2æ.æ

(17,ffi.30)
(13,543.æ)
(Jß,?u¡.J9)
Q,514.n)
(5,4O4.æ)
(3,æ5.40)
(2,W.n)
e,@.æ)

cr53.20)
383.70

11378.50
2t&.n
3ræ6.40
3,7U.æ
4ræ,.æ
51449.6
6r"52.30

0.48 (10rffi.70)
0.s (6,æ0.50)
0.6t (2,ap4.9¡
0.68 536.40
0.75 2,9[2.æ
0.æ 4,9{7.æ
0.89 6,&4.n
0.91 7t768.7O
0.96 gr@.4o
1.@ 9r?58.80
1.C9 t!,46r.60
1.L6 J]-,Ån4.6
L.A J2,æ.æ
1.æ L3,út3.æ
L.n L3,7tO.æ
L.50 L4,gt3.æ
L& 75,975.æ

0.75 (2.,AJI.70)
o.sl (T7,æ.æ)
o.93 (13,@.50)
I.@ (1.01668.80)
1.1O (g¡æ.n)
1.l8 (6,?5'7.æ)
1.25 (4,560.80)
L31 (3,4ffi.æ)
1.33 (3,L6.60)
1.4O (L,W.n)
L.47 Q4.3.4o)1.53 æ.æ
1.60 L,@.æ
1.66 11868.50
L.72 2,ffi.æ
I.84 3r7æ.æ
1.94 4,TlO.æ

(6.30) 0.s5
(s3.57) 0.6r
8,æ 0.6'7
4.G O.72
2.7I 0.n
z.CE 0.gI
1.66 0.86
L1t5 0.æ
1.40 0.90
r.2, o.EL
1.æ O.n
0.s 1.or
0.æ 1.o4
0.æ L.ú7
o.n 1.lo
0.68 l_.L6
0.6- 1.21

2.58
]-.64
1.21
0.q5
0.80
0.69
0.60
o.s
0.s4
o.49
0.45
0.41
0.39
0.36
0.34
0.31
o.æ

source: Authorrs carculation Frorn Tables 5.1 and s.2
Notes: NFP = Net financial profitability

B/C = Benefit/cost
NEP = Net economic profitabíIity
DRC = Donestic resource cost
( ) denotes negative value
Base results indicated in bold type
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financially profitable at yields obtained most years in
Tanzania given lggT/BB prices and costs. ft takes a drop of
more than 3 3 percent to t,urn the f inancial resurts
unfavourable.

The results of the financial analysis on large-scaIe
mechanised productíon are also sensitive to varíations in
yield. rt takes an increase in yield of approxinatery to
percent to turn the financial results positive while decreases

in yield cause a rapid increase in financÍal losses and

significant deterioration 1n the B/c ratio. A Lo percent
decrease in yield íncreases financial losses from a baseline of
1,050.60 shillings per tonne to approximately 3,ooo shilrings
per tonne.

5.4. L.2 ECONOITTC ÀIIÀIJYSIS

INrÀNp üARKET (BASTS ÀRUSH^A)

The results of the economic analysis of smaII-holder
production vary significantly with changes in yield, however,

results remain positive at arI yierd levels. NEp drops to a

low of 8224.20 shillings per tonne at, yields of 350 kilograms
per acre but remains positive because of the high costs of (1)

irnporting wheat into the country and (2) transporting these
imports from Dar-es-Salaam to Àrusha. Large-sca1e mechanised.

production produces less stable results as NEP turns negative
if yields drop much below sOo kilograrns per acre. Large-scale
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mechanised production requíres higher yields to achieve
same level of NEP as smarL-holder productÍon because of
higher foreign exchange component in costs of production in
former (see Tab1e 5.2).

The B/c ratio for smalI-holder production remains positive
at all yield levels. Even at yield.s of 3so kirograns per acre
it reguires a 33 percent increase in costs to reduce the ratio
to one. The B/c ratio for large-scaIe mechanÍsed. productíon
turns unfavourabl-e at yield levels below 5oo kiÌograms per
acre, reinforci-ng the fact that thls scaLe of technorogy
requlres significantly higher ylerds than sroalL-holder
production to remain profitable.

The DRC ratios indicate that snalL-holder production is more

efficient in saving foreign exchange at arr yield levels than
either large-scare mechanised wheat production or direct
inports. Àt yield levels berov¡ 500 kilograns per acre the DRC

ratÍo for Iarge-sca1e mechanised wheat prod.uction exceeds

unity, indicating that at yields below this level it is nore
effective to use donestic resources in some other productive
activity (in terms of foreign exchange savings) and to irnport
wheat, directly, even for the inland market.

rn all of these yield tests smalr-holder production
outperforms large-sca1e mechanised production. rt requires
yield reductions to approxinat,ely one-half current levels to
turn snall-holder results unfavourable.

the

the

the
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COASTÀL I,ÍARKET IBASTS DAR-ES-SAI,ÀÀ}Í)

shifting the market, focus from Àrusha to Dar-es-Salaam has

an unfavourable impact, on the results of the economic analysis
for both snaÌ1-holder and large-scale mechanised producers

because of the increased costs and decreased revenues involved.
Àt yÍeId levels of 4oo kilograms per acre small-horder
productÍon is uneconomic as shown by a negative NEp. At yield
levers between 4oo and 450 kirograms per acre it becomes

econornically feasíbIe to serve the coastal market using small-
hol,der productlon. Às yield leveLs funprove NEp increases
rapidly poínting out that yield improvements on smalL-holder
farms is one area that reguires attention if domestic wheat

production is to be stÍ¡nu1ated. The responsiveness of NEp to
yield improvements highrights the fact that successful
imprenentation of yield iurproving technotogies or practices
will produce favourable results.

There is less scope for using large-sca1e mechanised wheat

production to serve the coastal market because of the higher
foreign exchange costs involved. yierds must approach g5o

kilograms per acre (an increase of z3.s percent from the base)

before positive NEP|s result. These are yield levels that have

been approached, but never achieved, in the best years on the
Hanang farms, although researchers indÍcate they are within the
feasible range. rt nay thus be possible to serve the coastal
market using large-scare mechanised production technology in
good years in the future, however, the prospects for doing so
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consistently vtith this technology are less favourable given the

variat,ions in yield in Tanzanian wheat production.

The B/c ratio for small-holder production exceeds unity at
yield Ievels between 400 and 450 kilograns per acre and rises
steadily with yield increases. The B/c ratio for large-scare
mechanised production does not exceed unity until yield levels
of 850 kilograms per acre are approached, again indicating that
yields on large-scaIe farms must be increased if this
technology is to be used to serve the coastaL market in
Tanzania.

shifting the market focus from the inland to the coastal
narket has an unfavourabre inpact on the DRc ratios for both
scales of technologiy. The DRc ratio for small-holder
production renains below unity for yield levels above 4oo to
450 kilograrns per acre. The DRc ratio for rarge-scaIe
mechanised production remains above unÍty until yield
approaches 850 kilograms per acre indicating that at yields
below this leve1 large-scaIe mechanised wheat production makes

Ínefficient, use of domestic resources in saving foreign
exchange compared to small-holder wheat production or inports.

5.4.2 WORLD WITEÀT PRICES

The economic analysis required using the world price of
wheat as the economÍc value of donestic wheat production

because do¡nestic production is a substitute for lnported wheat.

The world price of wheat, thus becornes an inportant pararneter in
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the econornic accounts and as such requires sensitivÍty testing
to deternine if changes in its value have a significant impact

on the results of the economic analysis. rn 19gg the price of
wheat landed in Dar-es-saraam !¡as 27,297 shillings per tonne

(cdn$364 per tonne at official exchange rates). The price of
wheat landed in Dar-es-salaam r¡as varied from lgr5oo to 36rooo

shillings per tonne (cdng247 to cdng48O at official exchange

rates) and the impact on the results assessed.

The results of testing for the effects of changes in the
world price of wheat in the economic accounts for small-holder
and large-scale mechanÍsed production are shown in Tables 5.5

and 5.6 respectively.

rlÍLAlrD IIARKET (BASTS ARUSHÀ)

Changes in the world price of wheat (adjusted to reflect the
cost of landing the wheat in Dar-es-salaam) affect the NEp of
both scares of technology in the directÍon expected. The NEp

of large-scale mechanised production becomes negative when the
landed price of wheat falIs much belov¡ 2orooo shillings per

tonne (cdn$267 at official exchange rates). A drop in world
prices of thÍs nagnitude is unrikely as it wourd prace the
price berow those levels Eeen in r9BZ, a year of very low world
wheat prices.

The B/c ratio for small-holder productlon remains

substantíally above one for arl r¡orrd pri,ces tested. Àt a

landed price of 18,500 shillings per tonne the B/c ratio is
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Table 5.5

SENSTTIVITY OF RESULTS TO ISORLD T{HEÀT PRTCES
--S}ÍÀLL-EOLDER PRODUCTTON--

-------Basis Àrtrsha------- ---Basis Dar-es-Sa1aam---CIF Price
(DsM)

(Tshrrl'{t)
NEP DRC

(TshÂm) Ratio
B/C tlEP

Ratio (Tshrrlfl)
DRc B/C

Ratio Ratio

18, 500. 00
20r 000.00
2l_r500.00
23, 000. 00
24, 500. 00
26r 000.00
27,297.OO
28, 500. 00
30r 000.00
3L, 500. 00
33 , 000. 00
34 r 500. 00
36r 000.00

5r710.30
7 ,2].O.3O
I,710.30

10,2L0.30
11,710 . 3 0
13 r 210.30
14r507.80
15,710.30
L7,2]-O.3O
l_8 r 710.30
20,2]-O.30
2L,7IO.3O
23 ,210.30

I.31 (5,494.7O)
L. 39 (3 ,994.70)I.47 (2 , 494 .7 O)
1.56 (994.7O)
1.64 505.30
I.72 2r005.30
L.7g 3r3O2.gO
1.85 4r505.30
L.94 61 005.30
2 .O2 7, 505. 30
2 . 1_0 9, 005. 30
2.L8 10r505.30
2 .26 12, 005. 30

0. 60
0. 55
0. s0
o.46
0. 43
0. 40
0.38
0. 36
o.34
o,32
0.30
o.2g
o.27

2.20
L.66
1. 33
1. tI
0.95
0. 83
o.75
0.69
0. 63
o.57
0.53
o,49
0.46

o,77
0. 83
0. 90
0. 96
r.02
1.08
I.T4
1.19
1.25
r.31
1.38
r.44
1.50

Source:

Notes:

Authorrs calculation frorn Table 5.3

DSM = Dar-es-Salaam
NEP = Net econo¡ríc profitabillty
DRC = Domestic resource cost
B/C = Benefit/cost
( ) denotes negative value
Base results j.ndicated in bold type
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Tab1e 5.6

SENSITIVITY OF RESULTS TO ÌSORI,D T{TTEÀT PRTCES
--I.ARGE-SCå,I,8 PRODUSTION--

DSM Frice
(fshrr!43)

-------Basis å,rusha-------
NEP DRC B/C

(Tshr4"fT) Ratio Ratio

---Basis Dar-es-Salaam---
ìrEP DRC B/C

(Tshrrlm) Ratio Ratío

18, 500. 00
2 0, 000. o0
21, 500. 00
23, 000. 00
24 ,5OO.OO
26,000.00
27 1297.OO
28, 500. 00
30r 000.00
31,500.00
33, 000. 00
34,500. 00
36,000.00

(1, 028 .70)
47L.30

1, 97L. 3 0
3,47r.3O
4,97I.3O
6,47I.3O
7 1768.3O
8 r 971. 30

10, 471_. 3 0
1l_,971. 30
13 ,47Ì. 30
L4 t97L.3O
]-6,471.3O

0 . 96 (L2 ,233 .7 0)
t.02 (10,733.70)
L. 08 (9 ,233.70)
1.14 (7 ,733.7O)
1. 2 0 (6 ,233 .7O)
L.26 (4 t733.7O)I.3I (3,436.7O1
1.36 (2 ,233.7O)
L.42 (733.7O)
1. 48 766.30
1.54 2 t266.3O
1.60 3,766.3O
1. 66 5 ,266.3O

1. l_2
0. 95
0. 83
o.74
0. 66
0. 60
o.s5
o.52
0. 48
0. 45
o.42
0. 39
o.37

(e.12)
37.80
6.15
3 .35
2.30
L.75
1.¡15
I.25
1. 07
o.94
0.83
o.75
0.68

0. 60
0. 65
0.70
o.75
0.80
0.95
o.89
0. 93
0. 98
l_.02
1. 07
1. 12
1.17

Source: Authorrs calculation frorn Table 5.3

Notes: DSM = Dar-es-Salaam
NEP = Net economic profitability
DRC = Domestic resource cost
B/C = Benefit/cost
( ) denotes negative value
Base results indicated in bold type
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1.31, a ratio high enough so that costs would have to rise by

more than 31 percent before it wourd turn unfavourabLe. The

B/c ratio for large-scale mechanised production exceeds unity
at all prices above 2orooo shillings per tonne but the ratio is
always less than for small-holder production.

The DRc ratio for smaIl-holder production Likewise rernains

below one (and below that for large-scare mechanised

production) indicating that at all worrd wheat prices tested
small-holder production makes more effective use of domestic

resources Ln savlng foreign exchange than either 1arge-sca1e
production or imports.

COASTÀL I'ÍARKET (BASIS DåR-ES-SÀLÀ.AI'Í)

shifting the focus to the coastal market has an adverse

irnpact on all results in the economic analysis. For smarl-
holder production, NEp turns negative when the randed price of
wheat falls below approximately 24,ooo shilrings per tonne
(cdn$320 at official exchange rates). This does indicate that
the world price could faII 1r percent from its present level
and suraIl-holder production would just remain economically
profitable in serving the coastal market. Large-scale
mechanised production by contrast does not become econonically
profitable until the landed price of wheat rises somewhat above

30r000 shillings per tonne (cdng4oo at officiar exchange

rates).
The B/c ratio for small-horder productíon exceeds unity at
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all price levels above approxirnately 24,ooo shillings per tonne

while the same ratj-o for large-scale mechanised production does

not do so until the landed price exceeds 3o,0oo shillings per

tonne.

The DRC ratios follow a sinilar pattern to those obserrred ín
the inland market except the ratios do not become favourable
unt,il somewhat higher price revels. Resurts continue to
indicate that small-holder production makes more effective use

of domestic resources in the saving of foreign exchange than
does large-scale mechanised productj-on at all price levels and

more effective use of domestic resources than direct
importation at, price levels above 24tooo shirlings per tonne.

5.4.3 SITÀDOT{ EXCHÀNGE RÀTE

The shadow exchange rate (sER) e¡as used in the economic

anarysis to account for any distortions impinging on foreign
trade at the margin. The approach was to calculate a foreign
exchange premium (FxP) and to multiply the foreign exchange

component of production, measured in domestic currency, by the
FXP. The FXP used in the econornic analysis was estimated (not

derived) by the worrd Bank and as such requires sensitivity
testing to determÍne if the results of the analysis are

sensitive to changes in the FXP.

5.4 .3 . L ECONOIÍI C .âI.IALYSI S

Tab1es 5.7 and 5.8 present the results of changes to the FXp
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¿
for sma1l-holder

respectively.
and large-scaIe mechanised production

INLÀND I-ÍÀRKET (BÀSIS ÀRUSHÀ)

rn all cases, increases in the FXp have a favourable irnpact
on the results in the economic anarysis. NEprs and B/c ratios
increase and DRc ratios decrease, indicating that as the sER

increases Ít becomes more economically profitable to prod.uce
wheat in Tanzania. None of the sERrs tested caused a change in
the orderlng of the results; smarl_-hoÌder production remains
more economically profitable and more effect,ive in saving
foreign exchange than large-scaIe mechanised production. None

of the sERrs tested caused a change to unfavourable resurts for
any of the evaluation criteria.

COÀSTÀL I.iARKET (BASIS DÀR-ES-SALAÀI.Íì

The direction of changes in the economic results in response
to changes in the FXP is the same for the coastal market as for
the inland market. For snall-holder production a Fxp between
r.r and L.2 caused the results to turn unfavourable. This
occurs because there is a large foreign exchange component in
inported wheat while economic foreign exchange costs of
do¡aestic production are relativery srnaI1 (both conponents
appearing in the denominator of the for¡nula for DRc). À

decrease in the Fxp thus tends to reduce the net foreign
exchange savings of sna1I-holder production.
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Table 5.2

SENSITTVTTY OF RXSULTS TO CTIA}IGES IN FOREIGN
EXCHÀNGE PRE}Í N'r,f --SI,ÍÀLI-EOLDER PRODUqTION--

-------Basis Arusha------- ---Basis
IIEP

(TshrzMI)
B/C NEPRatio Ratio (Tsh,rl"lr)

Dar-es-Sa1aam---
DRC B/C

Ratío Ratio

1.00 9,L32.60
l. l_0 10, 669 . 40
1.20 L2 ,2O4.IO1.30 ]-3,73g.go
1.35 14r5O7.gO
1.40 L5,275.60
1.50 16r911.40
1.60 19r347.10
1.70 19,882.90

1.54 (2,072.40)
1.61 (536.60)
1.68 999.10
1.75 2,534.9O
L.79 3 r 302.80
1.82 4,O7O.60
i,.89 5r606.40
1.95 7 ,I42.tO2.01 8,677 .9O

o.4g
0.45
o.42
0. 39
o.38
0.36
0. 34
o.32
0.3r

L.26
1.06
0.91_
0. 80
o.75
0. 71
o.64
0. 59
0.54

0.9Ì
0. gg
1. 04
1. 11
1.14
1.17
L.23
L.29
1.34

Source: Autt¡orts calsulation from Tab1e 5.3

Notes: F)(P = Foreign exchange prenium
NEP = Net economic profitability
DRC = Donest,ic resource cost
B/C = Benefit/cost
( ) denot,es negative val-ue
Base results indicated in bold tlpe
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Table S. g

SENSTTT\rITY OF REST'LTS rO CTIATTGES rN FORETGN
EXCHANGE PREr'frulf --rJaRGE-s cåLE pRoDuqtroN--

-------Basis Àrusha------- -__Basis Dar_es_Salaam___NEP Dlç B/c NEP DRc B/c(Tshrzlfr) Ratio natio (Tshr4"rr) nãtio n",ti"

L.00 3rggg.go
1.10 5r004.50
L.20 6r110.20
1.30 7 ,2L5.go1.35 7,769.70
1.40 9,32L.50
1.50 9,427.20
1.60 10r532.90
1.70 11,638.60

t. 17 (7 ,306.2O)1.22 (6,200.50)
I.26 (5, Og4 . go)
l.2g (3 r ggg.20)
1.31 (3r436.30)
L.33 (2,833.50)
1.36 (I,777 .8O)
1.39 (672.IO)
J,.42 433 . 60

0.71
0.66
0.61
0.57
o.55
0.54
0.51
0.48
0.45

2.96
2.29
1.96
L.57
1.4s
1. 3s
1.19
1.06
0. 96

o.74
o.7g
0.83
o.87
o.89
0.91
0.94
0.98
1.01

Source: Àuthorrs calculatíon from Tab1e 5.3
Notes: FXp = Foreigrn exchange prenium

NEp = Net econornic piof-italility
DRC = Dornest,ic resource cost
B/C = Benefit/cost( ) denotes negative value
Base results indicated in bold t]æe
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Large-scale mechanised production remains economicall-y

unprofitable until the FXp increases to above 1.6, a very high
level. This is because the high foreign exchange component of
large-scale nechanised wheat production reduces the per tonne

foreign exchange savÍng compared to direct iurportation.

5.4.4 REÀL II.TTEREST RÀTE

The real interest rate t¡as used to calculate the opportunity
cost of capital used in wheat production. The interest rate
chosen must be estimated as an interest rate reflecting the
true opportunity cost of capital can never be known v¡ith
absolute certainty. sensitivity tests wirl deternine the
effect of changes in the real interest, rate on results of both
the financial and economíc analyses. Tabre s.9 present,s the
results of changes in the real rate of interest for both scales
of technology.

5.4.4.I FTNÀNCrÀL ÀNÀLYSIS

ReductÍons in the real rate of interest cause minor

improvements ín the resurts of the financial anarysis. The

same reductions applied to large-scaIe production yield greater
Ímprovements in results compared to small-holder production
because of the more capitar intensive nature of the former. A

reductíon in the real interest rate from lz percent to g

percent is enough to turn the results favourable for large-
scaLe production. Large-scale mechanised product,ion is more
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Table S.9

SENSITT\TTTY OF RSSULTS TO CHÀNGES
IN REÀL INTER3ST R.ã,TES

rÞæ* -+jrrrqial ¡r=r]Ëjs- æ %kÞ(t) NEP VC ì@ æ w ÌEP rrc ryC(IË|¿4I) Ëio (Hy¡,tr) Èùio r*jo cË|/!d) Ëio RiSo

3.æ 1,æ0.50 1.14 9r@.80 o.4s 1.38 (2,LI4.n) I.æ 0.938.æ 3O1.m 1.@ 8,356.æ o.æ 1.34 iZ,W.lO¡ 1.38 0.91t2.æ G,@.æ) 0.94 7,768.70 o.ss L3r Þ,ase.eo) L/rs o.se

-----I,ÀRGE-S CALE PRODUCTION---- -

-----SMALL-HOLDER PRODUCTION-----

3.æ 71159.60 1.79 L6r@.æ 0.31 ].96 41983.æ O.& !.28.æ 6,3æ.90 t.& 15,æ1.30 0.34 I.g7 4,M.n O.@ 1.1812.æ 5,44.æ L53 t4,S/.80 O.æ L7g 3,3@.80 O.E LI4

source: Authorrs calculation from Tables 5.1 and 5.2

Notes: NFP = Net financial profitability
B/C = Benefit/cost
NEP = Net economic profitability
DRC : Domestic resource cost( ) denotes negative value
Base results indicated in bold type
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sensitive to changes in the real rate of interest because of
the more capital intensive nature of this technology.

5.4.4.2 ECONOIÍTC ÀNALYSIS

changes in the real interest rate have rittle impact on

results of the economic analysis. Although a reduction in the
real interest rate to g percent was enough to turn the
financial results for large-scaIe production favourable, this
was not, the case in the economic analysÍs for either the inland
or coastal market.

5.4.5 SHÀDOW PRICE OF FA}frLY IÀBOIIR

rdeally, the opportunity cost of family labour would be

accounted for in the economic analysis v¡hen the potential- net
income foregone (because the next best alternative crop was not,

produced) lras deducted from the income earned as a result of
wheat product,ion. Äs noted in chapter 3, however, this
approach was not feasibre because of time, financiar and, dat,a

constraints. Às an alternative, farnily labour used in srnall-
holder wheat production Ì¡as shadow priced at the same rate as

skilled labour used in large-scale wheat, production as

explained in chapter 4. This is believed to be a hlgh rate for
the opportunity cost of farnily labour but is useful for testing
the stabilit,y of the results.

setting the shadow price of farnily labour used. in smalr-
holder wheat production at the same rate as for skilled labour
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used in Ìarge-scale mechanj-sed wheat production has the

expect,ed irnpact on the results of the economic analysis. Table

5.10 presents the results of this change. NEP is reduced by

approximately 3r0OO shillÍngs per tonne in both markets,

although it remains positive in both markets. The B/C ratios
are likewise reduced from !,79 to 1.56 in the inland market and

from 1.14 to 1.02 in the coastal market. The DRC ratios are

increased from 0.38 to 0.48 in the inland market and from O.75

to 0.95 in the coastal market.

Table 5.10

SENSITTVITY OF RESULTS TO CHÀNGES IN TTM SIIÄDOT{ PRICE
OF FAT,ÍILY I,ÀBOT'R--SI'ÍAI,L-HOI,DER PRODUCTION

Shadow -------NEP------ --B/C Ratio-- ---DRC Ratio---
Rate Basís Basis Basis Basis Basis Basis

Àrusha DSM Arusha DSM Àrusha DSM

Base L4 r 507.8

Skilled 1I,843.2
Labour

L.79 1.l_4

1.56 1. 02

3 r 302.8

638.2

0, 38

0.48

o.75

0.95

Source:

Notes:

Base data conpiled from Table 5.2. Skilled labour
utage rates taken from Hanang farm data
NEP = Net economic prcfitability
B/C = Benefit-cost
DRC = Do¡nestic resource cost

The major irnpact of

labour is thus to reduce

changing the shadow price of fanily
economic profitability and the
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efficiency of domestic resource use in the saving of foreign
exchange to rnarginally favourable level-s if srnal1-holder wheat
production is used to serve the coastar ¡rarket in Tanzania.

5.5 SUtfi,fARY

This chapter has presented the results of the financial and

economic analyses for smalI-holder and large-sca1e mechanised

wheat production in northern Tanzania. The analyses show that
small-horder production is both more financial_ly and more
economically profitable than large-sca1e mechanlsed wheat
production. Srnall-holder production is also more effective in
saving foreign exchange as shom by a rower DRc compared to
large-scale production. Large-scale mechanised production can
be used to sen¡e the inland market for wheat in Tanzania but it
j-s cheaper for the country to inport wheat to serve the coastal
market. snall-holder wheat production can be used to serve
either the inland or coastal market at less resource cost
compared to imported wheat under . nost of the scenarios
examined. sensitivity tests indicate that smalr-holder
production Ís better able to sustain financial and economic
profitability in the face of adverse environment,al or economic

conditions compared to large-scale mechanised prod.uction.

sensitivity t,esting causes some variation in the resuJ_ts,

however, the conclusions drawn from these results, especiarly
those of s¡rarl-holder production, are stabre. Thls stabirity
indicates (1) the representat,iveness of the data, and, (2) the
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!r

applicability of these results to other ti¡ne periods and,
hence, their use as a base for future projections.
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Chapter VI

SUI.ÍI|ÍARY, CONCLUSIONS ÀI{D TT.ÍPLICÀTIONS

This thesis has examined small-hol-der and large-scale
mechanised wheat production in Tanzania using the cost-benefit
analysis format. small-holder production data were based on

those farmers growing wheat using ox-drawn technology drawn

from a survey as part of this study in 1998. Data on large-
scale mechanised production vrere taken from the Hanang farms, a

large parastatal farm operating as a subsidiary of the National

Agricultural Food corporation (NAFco). These two scales of
t,echnology were compared to each other in terms of net

financiar profitabÍIity (NFp) ; and benefít,-cost @/e) ratio and

to each other and direct imports of wheat in terms of net
economic profitability (NEp); benefit-cost (B/c) ratioi and

efficiency of dornestic resource use in the saving of foreign
exchange as measured by the domestic resource cost (DRc) ratio.

The domestic market in Tanzania $¡as divided into an inland
market and a coastal market in the economic analysis in order

to reflect, high domestic transportation costs which effect,ively
create a series of isolated geographical markets in the

country. Finally, sensitivity tests qtere done to deterrnine the

effect,s on the results of changes in yie1d, the world úheat

price, the shadow exchange rate, the real rate of interest and

the shadow price of family labour used in small-hoLder wheat
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production.

6.1 coNcLusIoNs

The conclusions of this thesis are presented. in two

sections. Those of the base results for the rglT/ge crop year

are discussed ín the next section with the conclusions of the
sensitivity tests in the following section.

The base results for the tg!7/gg crop year are d.iscussed. in
two sub-sect,ions. The resuLts pertaining to small-holder
production are presented first and. are followed by those for
large-scale mechanised production.

6.1.1 B.ä,SE RESULTS

Small-holder production. Snal1-holder wheat production in
northern Tanzania is financÍaIIy profitable under current
market, conditions as shown by a NFp of s,6L4.82 shillings per
tonne and a B/C ratio of 1.S3.

Small-holder v¡heat production ís economically profitable in
serving the inland market for wheat as shown by a NEp of
14,507.75 shillings per tonne and a B/c ratio of t.79. This
scale of technology also makes efficient use of dornestic

resources in saving foreign exchange (DRc ratio of 0.3g)

compared to direct inportation of wheat in serving this market.

shifting the focus of the analysis to the coastal market

makes all indicators of performance less favourable, although

results remain positive. NEP decreases to 3,3o2.7s shilrings
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per tonne, the B/c rat,io decreases to 1.14 and. the DRc ratio
increases to o.75. This change in results occurs because the
burden of Dar-es-Sa1aam to Àrusha (or Àrusha to Dar-es-Salaarn)

transportation charges shifts from inported wheat when the aim

is to serve the inland market to d.omestic production when the
aim is to serve the coastal market. overalr, small-hold.er
production is proven to be profÍtable by each evaluation
criteria and in both markets.

r,argre-scale mechanised production. A negative NFp (-lroso.6
shillings per tonne) and a B/c ratio of o.g4 indicate that
large-scaIe mechanised wheat production in northern Tanzania is
rnarginally financially unprofitable under tgBT/ee price and

cost conditions, although smar-l a yield increase, a small_

reduction in costs or a smalI increase in the producer price
r¡ould cause the results to turn positive.

In the economic analysis for the inland. market. the NEp of
7,768.68 shillings per tonne and B/c ratio of L.3l_ show that
from an economic perspective it is viable for lanzania to use

Iarge-sca1e mechanised wheat, production for servíng this market
for v¡heat, in the country. The DRC ratio of o.ss indicates that,
this scare of technology makes effective use of domestic
resources ín saving foreign exchange compared to the direct
import,ation of wheat for serving the inrand. market,. À1r

indícators are, however, less favourable than those obtained
under small-holder production.

These resurts are more favourable than those seen in the
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financial analysis of large-sca1e production because of the
substantiat increase in the price of wheat in the economic
analysis. This price increase occurs because the opportunity
cost of import,ed wheat at Arusha must be used in the economic
accounts. This causes not only the use of a higher worrd price
for wheat than is currently seen in Tanzania but also the
inclusion of transportation costs from Dar-es-Salaam to Arusha.
rn effect, high transportation costs provide a regional
advantage in the north for loca1Iy produced wheat.

I{hen the evaluation criteria are applied to the economic
analysis of rarge-scaJ-e mechani_sed wheat production for the
purpose of serving the coastal market the results become
unfavourable because of the high cost of transportation to Dar_
es-salaam. NEp turns negative (-3,436.32 shilIÍngs per tonne),
the B/c ratio declines to 0.89 and the DRc ratio increases to
1.45. The country can make better use of its resources by
importing wheat directry for the coastar_ market (or,
preferably, increasing smaI1-holder production) rather than
promoting large-scale mechanised v¡heat production.

The physical proximity of the location of production to the
expected market is so irnportant to these results because of the
high cost of transportation in the country, a result partialry
anticipated in the Loyns study rvhen they t,ested. for the effect
of shÍft,ing the rocation of wheat production from Hanang to
Àrusha. The conclusions of this thesis regarding large-scale
mechanised wheat production in Tanzania are consistent with
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t,hose reported in the Loyns stud.y in pointing to the poor
economic performance of this scale of technoÌogy in serving
other than local markets because of an inabílity to bear the
high costs of transportation in the country.

6"L.2 SENSITTVITY TESTS

sensitivity tests v¡ere conducted on yields, the world wheat
price, the shadow exchange rate, the real rat,e of interest and

the shadow price of fanily labour used in smal-I-holder wheat
production. sensitivity tests can give an indication of the
representativeness of the data used in a study. rfr âs is the
case in this study, the results are relatively stable over a

range of parameter values, the data can be assumed to be
generally representative of actual conditions.

Yield. rn the financial analyses, results for both scales of
technology are sensitive to changes in yieId. smalr-holder
wheat production is, however, able to remain financialry
profitabre in the face of declÍnÍng yields (at alr levers
tested) while large-scaIe rnechanised production reguires a ro
percent increase in yield t,o achieve financÍaI profitabitity.

Yield sensitivity tests on the economic results for smal1-
holder production indicate that thís scale of technology can
serve the inland market at all revels tested. rf Tanzania
wishes to serve the coastar market, using snalr-holder
production under L9a7/Bg cost-price relations, yields must, be

naintained above 4oo kilograrns per acre. The base resurts of
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this analysis are favourable because average yields on s¡na1l-

holder farms in northern Tanzanía are 126 kilograms per acre
above that level.

Yield sensitívity tests on the economic results for large-
scale mechanised production produce a less favourable outcorne

t'han for snalI-holder production. VÍhile yield.s can faII belov¡

500 kilograms per acre (a d.ecrease of 18g kilograrns from
present leve1s) before it becomes economically unprofitable to
Eierve the inland market, they must rise to nearly g50 kirograms
per acre (an increase of over zo percent from present revers)
before it is economically viable to serve the coastal market

usÍng this scale of technology.

9lorld wheat oríces. sensitivÍty tests on the world price of
wheat indicate that sma1l-horder production remains
economically profitable in senring the inland market over a

wide range of wheat, prices. on the other hand, if the world
price of wheat landed. in Dar-es-Salaarn drops from the present
lever of 27,297 shillings per tonne (cdng36a) to much below

24,oo0 shillings per tonne (cdng320) it becomes economically

unprofitable to serve the coastal narket using thís scale of
technology.

Large-sca1e mechanised wheat production requires hígher
world wheat prices to achieve the same level of economic

profitability as small-holder production. Landed wheat prÍces
must drop below 20,oo0 shillings per tonne (cdngz67), however,

before it becomes economj-caIly unprofitable to serve the inland.
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market using large-sca1e mechanised production. ïf the airn is
to serve the coastar market, the world price of wheat must

increase 3, ooo shillings per tonne from the current revel of
27,297 shillings per tonne (cdng364) before it becomes

economically profitable to do so.

shadow exchangre rate. changes in the shadow exchange rate,
as reflected in the foreign exchange premium, have a

significant irnpact on the results only when the rate tested.
diverges substantially from the base rate of r.3s. since the
import cost component in each scale of production technoLogy is
less than the import cost component of direct imports of wheat
(in either narket), increases in the Fxp cause improvements Ín
the results of both anaryses and in both markets compared to
the base.

Rear irrterest rate. changes in the rear interest, rate have

only a minor impact on the results for small-holder production.
À reduction in the real interest rate from the base IeveI of 12

percent to I percent is enough to turn the financial results
for large-scare mechanised prod.uction favourable, however.

Reductions in the real interest rat,e also have a favourable
impact on all results in the economic analyses but the
magnitude of the change is smalr.and does not reverse any of
the base results.

shadow price of famirv rabour. shadow pricing the famiry
labour used in small-holder wheat, production at a rate equal to
skilled labour enployed on the Hanang farms lowers economic
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profitability for this scale of technology by 2,664.6 shillings
per tonne, reduces the benefit-cost ratio by approxirnately rz
percent and increases the domestic resource cost of saving
foreign exchange by roughly 3o percent under this scare of
technology. Results, however, contÍnue to exceed large-scale
mechanised production, and remain significantly favourable in
the inland market and marginally favourable in the coastal
market. This estimate is considered to be a high value of the
opportunity cost of fanily labour used in small-holder wheat
production. consequently, valuing fanily labour does not alter
the basic feasibility of smalr-holder wheat production in
Tanzania.

6.2 II{PLICÀTIONS

The main irnplications
number of sectors in the
cornmunity.

of this study have relevance for a

Tanzanian economy as well as the aid

= If the aims

of the Tanzanian government are (l) to produce wheat

domestically using the most efficient productÍon technology and

(2) to save the maxinum amount of foreign exchange in the
process then srnall-holder v¡heat production using ox-drawn

technology should be encouraged ahead of either large-scaIe
domestic production or irnports.

Government att,empt,s to satisfy demand for wheat, in the
coastal market using large-scale mechanised wheat production
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technology are less efficient from an economic standpoint than
is small--holder prod.uction. This studyr âs well as that of
Loyns indicate that a policy built around. large-scale
mechanised wheat product,ion results in substantial resource use

inefficiency because of the combination of (t) high foreÍgn
exchange costs of production under this scale of technology and

(2) high donestic transportation costs.
No matter which market is consi-dered, both srnall-holder and

large;sca1e mechanised wheat production require less pure
foreign exchang'e than do direct imports of wheat. However,
when one considers the amount of domestic resources used, in
savíng this foreign exchange, it d.oes not make economic sense

to produce wheat on rarge-scaIe mechanised farms for the
purpose of serving the coastal market. All other base results
show domestic production, using either scale of technology, to
be more effective in saving foreign exchange compared to
imports.

Do¡nestic self-sufficiency. Conservative est,imates place the
amount of land in lanzania that is suitable for wheat
production at 2Borooo hectares while Marketing Development

Bureau est,imates prace the annual disappearance of wheat

(domestic production plus inports) at l-oor000 to l-25,ooo meÈric

tonnes. rt is, therefore, entirely feasible for the count,ry to
produce enough v¡heat to satisfy present dornestic demand. given
current consurnption leveIs. Future growth in donestíc demand.

for wheat, can also be satisfied using snall-holder production
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(assumJ-ng realistic growth rates in demand) .

I{hether or not domestic self-sufficiency is achieved in
future will depend upon the avaitability of appropriate

technologies, inputs, adeguate price incentíves, and. the state
of the domestic marketing and dist,ribution systems. Small-

holder wheat producers surveyed demonstrated the ability and

desire to grovt more wheat but v¡ere constrained by the factors
noted above.

Research into snall-holder sheat production. Any constraints
to small-holder wheat production must be identified and

ai-leviated in order to increase output under thís scale of
technology. For example, smaII-holders in surveyed areas of
Tanzania stated that a lack of mechanised harvesting equiprnent

was one of the main reasons they did not grow more wheat on

their farms despíte a desire to do so.

Research should be conducted to determine the reasons for
reduced yíelds under small-holder production. rncreases in
snall-holder yields through low-cost improvements such as more

timely operations or better ox-drawn tillage eguiprnent would

improve the profitability of smaII-holder wheat prod.uction

st,ill further.
Technologies thaÈ are intenrediate between the two analyzed

here, i.ê., smaII-tractor tillage, should also be investigated

to detersrine their feasibility under Tanzanian conditions.

Governnent po]-icy. The ¡nix of current government policy in
Tanzania includes both incentíves and disincentives to domestic
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wheat production. The world price of wheat, adjusted to
refrect transportation costs to Arusha, for example, is over 50

percent higher than the current producer price, basis Àrusha.

The result is a significant, transfer of incorne from wheat.

producers to consumers (or government) in the inland market if
the arternative is to serve this market through imports. Àt
the same tine, the government provides wheat producers with
indirect subsidies in the form of reduced taxes on diesel fueI,
which encourages (inefficient) large-scale mechanised wheat
production, and subsidised domestic prod.uction of sma1l-scale
machinery.

rf the government removes any producer subsidies such as

those on machinery and fuel and at the same allows the price of
wheat to be deter¡nined by cond.itions in the domestic market,
arbitrage will eguilibrate prices and quantities across the
different markets in the country and. encourage greater resource
use efficiency in wheat production. wheat is a minor crop in
Tanzania so a policy of freeing up wheat prices courd be

implemented with less dísrupt,ion to the economy than for other
crops, such as maize. This, in conjunction with the smarl-
hol-der feasibílity shown in this study, suggests that
significant progress ín expanding domestic wheat production can

be achieved. successful implementation of a more liberal
pricing poricy in the v¡heat market could be used as a

springboard to sirnilar changes in other agricultural markets in
the country.
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If the Tanzanian government intends to continue promoting

large-scale mechanised wheat production, it should seek ways to
reduce the irnport component of production in order to decrease

the foreign exchange required to produce wheat using this scale

of technology. Àny serious attenpt to reduce the foreign
exchange component of production under this scale of technology

must by definition address the question of the logic of thís
technology in a country with an economic st,ructure such as

Tanzania I s.

6.3 LII.rITATTONS OF THE STUDY

Tanzanian economic conditions, time and financial
constraints prevented the use of a larger sample size which

raises questions as to the representativeness of the data.

These concerns were accommodated through the use of an

infor¡ration gathering technigue known as rapid rural appraisal
whereby data collected through farmer surveys q¡as augmented by

interviews with professionals in the government and

agricultural service industry. The consistency of the results
found here regarding large-scaIe mechanised wheat production

with those of the Loyns study tends to support the

representativeness of thís data as wel1.

More elaborat,e rnodelling technigues, whÍ1e theoretically
appealing, $¡ere not used here because of the increased data

requÍrements of these approaches. The data required for use of
sophisticated econometric techniques, for example, are
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generally not available in developing countrj-es, Àdditionally,
the approach taken in this study is one that is freguently used

in studies in developing countries and is therefore more wÍde1y

understood by those interested in the results of such studies.
In conjunction with other information on Tanzanian wheat

production this study adds significant useful information. It
is the first systematic comparison of two levers of technology
and the results are reasonably conclusive. If further research
were to be undertaken it rikely should be in the area of
constraínts to smaII-horder production in Tanzanía.
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--IÀRGE-SCJU,E FÀRH
(Tanzanlan shllllngs)

mólnq¡ mnrçte Usef,rl Ârrr:at Àm:a1
e6t llfe Dq>rn Interest

(Yrs) (122)

Table À1

HÀCHTIÍERY TNI¡ESTHE¡IT, DEPRBCIÀTIOII ÀND OPPORTUNITY COST

Dætcns (4ÌrD) (3)
ffils (ã,1Ð)(6)
Press ô:Ífls (3)
nple< dLs (3)

Qp:a¡prs (r)
throts (2)
Dls
Ð¡cr¡tsd lcader
oaln clearær
Oûtfi¡atols (3)
O¡lLtl¡dto:s (6)
oÍblre (6)
P.1. e,attes (5)
S.P. g,att¡æ
O:at¡¡ rrys (g)
Íffis (ã^lD) (4)
1-ø1æ (zl
Pldop
larÉst¡ts

P
H\¡

24r6151000.0
31r999r500.0
19r593r000.0
9,236,7æ.0
4,g23rctr0,O
51598r000.0
3,LT2,2æ.0

492,3æ.0
1r394r850.0
7,937,2æ,0

10r076r400.0
39r1361000.0
8pn,w.o
31918r600.o
4478,4æ,0
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2r3011000.0
3r4511500.0
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7.0
7,0
7,0
7.O
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7,O
7,O
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6.0
7,0
5.0

1r969r200.0
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2,239tzæ.O
],05516?2.9

5æ,,628.6
639rTn.A
3æ,,5n,I
7gr7æ.O

1351980.0
1rOl4r960.o
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5¿24,8æ.0

9Ð,6gLL
4n r84o.o
716rg4.O

11312r800.0
11534r000.0

2æ,r9TL.4
5n,r24O.O
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Scr¡r:es: Setlan Àgrfoûtrlral Researctr fsltürte
¡blal Frcl*t Ftrmrders rtd.
A¡tlcrs calo[atlcn

I'bte: AII flg-uæs ln this tahle qLy to a 10,000 ære farn.

!tTÌ2,28O.O
2,303,9&.O
11410r696.0

665,U2.4
3*,4%.0
403r056.0
228,398.4
35t445.6

Læ,4n.2
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111811520.0
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]:65t6'l2.O
2ß,5æ.O

Fa:rrgate
GsE reE of

D¡ry, Íäx

208,585,650.0

24,6)5tæO.O
31,999,500.0
L7,23O,æO.O
8,f22,950.0
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1614loroo0.0
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Lr 64l_1 000.0
2,46]-,ffi,0

¡\t-ru41
Dç'n

L,969,2O0.O
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L,969,200,O

928,337,r
562,628.6
%2t628.6
3I8,822.9
78,7æ.O

1851980.0
93ß1960,O

1rrtlr520.0
4r594r800.0

u3,942.9
393r840.0
6301144.0

11312r800.0
Ir0941000.0
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393,840.0

23163, OOO. 6 lsrolft, 166. B l9O, 191, 90O. 0 20, æ6,914 -9 13' 693, 816. B

Àrrual
Ijlterest

(j2z)

L,TÌ2,280.0
2,3O3,9&.O
I,24O,596.0

æ4,852.4
3il,456.O
39,456.0
2001858.4
35,M5,6

r00t429.2
496,238,4
638,û20.8

2,æL,)92,0
5311684.0
248,7J9,2
283tW.8

11 1811520.0
5901760.0
lt8rl52.o
ln,22B.O
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Table À2

O)(EN OWNERSHTP AI{D I.ÍÀIITTENÀ}¡CE COSTS
(Ths/Àcre/Year)

Purchase price (pair) 6,302.00
Depreciation O. OO
fnterest (I2Z) 697.93
Maintenance

Medical, refund of 403.30
damages, etc.
Deathloss (5?) 30t.ZO
Management (25 hrs @ e¡=¡ 150.00

Sub-Total: Maintenance 8S5.OO

Sources: Kilimo personnel
Marketing Development Bureau
Authorrs est,irnate
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Table À3

ESTIHATED eÂNÀDrAN AID TO WEEAT PROJECT, L97r-87
çcanadian $)

ÐGn{DTN'RE

Àôninlst¡ation
Consultants

RESEARCIT
nçip. Pt¡rehase
n:ainj¡g ard [A
Infi:astn¡cture

FAFI"ß
Equip. RrrcÌrase
ftaining ard TA
Danelcpment Costs

H
P
\o

I97r/72 1972/73 Ie73/74 Le74/7s Ie75/76 re76/77 re77/78

suBIcnÀL 35,9BB 78 t572 76,07r 103,578 203 ,641

cUMUI?frnIE T(IIAL 35,988 1I4,560 190,631 294,209 497,856 L,334,7LL 3t432,788 4,204t279

35r988 78 t572 76t07L 103r578 rr4,647 3r5t754

80r000 286t566 2051000 10,448

I,250,000
9,000 234 ,535 239 ,398

r978/79

4O3,679 3361959

836,855 2 t098 tO77

25 t447
258,454
140,183

77L,49r



Table À3 (concluded)

EstLmated Canadian Aid to Wheat project, J-}TL-}7
(canadian g)

ÐGÐ.IuIIURE 1979/80 7s80/8I tS8V82 Le82/83 )s83/84

Ore:ltants

FESEAFCH
F,qijp. tr¡ctraæ
Ðajnj¡g æd m,
Inflastn:cfr¡e

EAF¡ß
Eq:Jp. A¡cbaæ
flalntng ild B,
ævelçrørU æts

H
t\)
o

3æ,2æ
20r000

634,294
I02tæ4

)59,372
55,000

246,0L3
6'Ì8,372

Itú26,406

3,762,620
æ5t219

Lræ',6gL

476,0%
387,7æ
I28,867

647,742

278,299
820,778

I,r4rt862

2,6f51706
928t2n
8ro,259

Sclaæ: Orndlan T¡temattcral H/efqnenb, þa:o¡
Þalrle fbrlzcrs

,626 I4,æ2,

652,827
æ2tW

246,O73
L,)27,6L4

592,516

11660rogo
1133grggo

885,989

7,8281693

4&,4
485,8L9

252,24I
1,Il3,l_03

25Ðt599

LtOæt252
I,432,g0r

636r030

r9B4/85

400,000
100,000

300r 000
11 250,000

500,000

1r000,000
l_,45or 0o0

600,000

1s85/86

100100o

200,000
1rloo,ooo

500,000

800,000
1r100,000
1,100r000

4@,

t249 ,872 39,U9,972 45tI49,

)986/87

170,800
9I0,500
913,200

I,y9,2OO
1,668,300



Îa-ble À4

PER TON}TE COST OF WHBÀT ÎÀ}IDED IN DÀR-ES-SÀIÀÀH
(Tanzanl-an shllllngs)

(Vessel slze -lOrOOO tonnes; Exchange rate = Tsh 75:Scdn l)

Itsri Forex (t) Total Dor¡estic Forex
CosC Cæt cost

Rrrchâse prlce (Usf ¡., basls: G.tJ.f)
Ocean f relght/t¡surance

P
N
P

CtF: Þr-es-Salaan

Varlable Fort Costs

l.lbârfage (f .5t cIF)
Stænredorlrg
Trl¡untrg hold
Fort age¡qf fee
CamrnlcaÈlon fee
Shore hardllrg
Bagqt¡q cocts

Þlac¡1ne
cnlnbaç

¡genqf fee

t00. 00
100.00

Sub¡4bl''l

Intêrest on varlable ccts (30t)

100. 00

50. 00
1.0. 00
50. 00
50.00
50. 00
10. 00

90. 00
50. 00
50. 00

15, 675 . 00
2,09o. oo

Flxed Port 66ts

Deprælatlon on flxed assetg
Inteæst on llxed assets (12t)

l-'7 ,''165,00

266.47
418.00

9 .50
7I.30
57.00

210.90

807.50
371.85
285.00

0. 00
0, 00

¡otal Po¡t østs

0,00

It3.24
376,2Q

4.'15
35. 65
28. 50

l-89.81

80. 75
Lgs,92
142.50

15,675.00 2I,161.25
2,090.00 2,821.50

Econonlc Econ<¡nlc Forex
Forex co6t Plus

Cost, Dcrûestic Cost

Scu.ce! ¡tar¡<etlrg Develc4ne¡t Þ¡l:eâu
Panalplra Frel$tt Fo!$,alders Ltd.
canadlan 9lheat BoaLcl
Àut¡orrs calculatlon

1,7,765.00

1,33.24
41.80
4.75

35. 65
28.50
21.09

726.75
185 .92
r42.50

0.00

2,497.52 r,r.17.32

187.31 187.31

23 t982,75

179,87
56.43

6. 41_

48.13
38.48
28,47

981. tt
251. 00
192.38

90.00
0.00

, 684.84

2L,t6t.25
2,82L.50

116.90
14 .03

23,982.75

313 . 1r
432,63
11. 16
83.?8
66,97

218.28

1, 061.86
436.92
334.88

I,320.2O I,182,27

0.00 0.00

2,875,77

r1.69
14.03

1,390.35 L,425,4r

105.21
0. o0

142 .03
0.00

2,959.60

187. 31

Lr924.3L

753.72
t4 .03

3r3L4.66
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Table A5

RESULTS OF FINAì{CIAL ÀNAI,YSIS FOR 1987,/88 gROp yEÀR
(per acre)

I,ÀRGE-SCALE SMÀLL-HOLDER

Yield (Kg/Acre)

Producer price (Tsh/KG)

Revenue

CapÍta1 Investment

Variable Costs

Fíxed Costs

Total Production Costs

Profit (NFP)

Benefit-Cost Ratio

688. 00

16.30

LL,2L4.40

33,016.14

6r153.13

5 ,2L5 .64

Lr,937 .2r
(722.er)

o.94

526 . OO

J.6.20

8 ,521.20

9r308.00

3r334.54

1r968.13

5 r 567.90

2 ,953 .40

1.53

Source: Authors calculation from Tables 4.I and 4.2.
Not,es: 1. À11 figures (except Benefit/Cost Ratio) in Tanzanian

shillings unless otherwise stated
2. S¡na1l-holder producer price is .1,0 shillings per

kilogram l-ess than large-scale producer price
because of direct payment of locaI tax by the latter.

3. ( ) denotes negative value
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Table .å,6

RESULTS OF ECONOI'ÍIC ÀI{ALYSIS FOR
(per acre)

-Èsis.An¡sha-
Iarç+cafe Smlt+tclds

L987/88 CROP yEAR

-hsis 
Þre€alaean-

Iarç-Scale Smlt+{ol-er

Vield Wrc)
Ðrcù-s giæ (Tsh/q)

H,sr¡e

G¡>ital jrn¡eÉtrent

täriable cts
F$cd æsts

Tbrtal- ¡lrô.ctior oæts

tìcrtat cÐsts Grcd + di-st)

If¡s¡bsidised darestic æsts

IEsnic foe< Gts
Pofit (NP)

ÞEf,it/æst rêrtio

ERC ratio

688.00

32.90

22,635.I4

40,772.34

7,]-r9.&

5,578.O7

J3,233.62

t7 t290.29

6,6%.æ

10r 633.6

5,3M.85

1.31

0.55

526.00

32.90

l_7r 305.35

10r451.61

4 t2O7 .æ

2,æ6.42

6,5't2.8t

9,6',74.28

4,598.45

5rO75.83

7,631_.08

L.79

0.38

688.00

27.30

Jß,780.62

40,772.34

7,1)ß.æ

5,578.O7

73,233.62

2rtt$.8I

7 tæ5.48

It,559.33

(2,3æ.t9)

0.89

l_.45

526.00

27.30

t4,3æ.44

10r451.61

4,297.OO

2,æ6.42

6,572.8r

12,62r.19

5r308.55

7,3J2.65

Ir737.25

1.L4

0.75

Source:

Notes:

Authorrs ca1culat,Íon from Tables 4.1 and

1. See notes 1 and 2 from Table 5.3
2. All figures (except Benefit/Cost and

Tanzanian shillings unless otherwise
3 ( ) denotes negative value

4.2

DRC Ratios)
stated

l_n
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